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a1.0	 SU MARY
This report presents analytical methods, program description,
y sample results and user's instructions for a	 digital	 computer routinefor transient space radiator performance predictions.
	
The routine was
written specifically for analysis of the Apollo Block II Environmental
i
Control System (ECS) radiators.
Specific equations for a simplified thermal model of the radia-
tors are written directly in the program.
	
All equations necessary to
obtain the radiator outlet temperature, heat rejection and pressure drop
are contained in the routine. 	 The temperature equations for each node
in the thermal model are solved by an implicit finite difference method.
All thermal properties are considered to be constant with the exception
of the radiator coolant viscosity.
	
The routine includes a characteriza-
tion of the flow proportioning and bypass valves which are contained in
the radiator systems. 	 Provisions are also included for single panel and
redundant loop operation.
Radiator absorbed heat data for four vehicle environments
(two lunar orbit orientations, a translunar thermal cycle and zero
absorbed heat) are contained in the routine.	 A mission code determines
which set of absorbed heat flux data is used.	 Provisions are also
included for inputting absorbed heat data as a function of time.
	 A
cyclic repeat of the heat flux data is utilized allowing multiple
periods to be analyzed with heat flux data supplied for only one period.
Inputs for the first four missions consist	 of mission code,
print interval, inlet temperature and total flow rate.
	 The input mission
requires mission code, print interval, total mission time and time de-
pendent tables of incident heats, inlet temperature and flow rate.
Output for all the missions * ncludes heat rejection, pressure drop, low load
heater on/off operation, flow rate and outlet fluid temperature printed
at the times defined by the print interval and (following completion of
the mission) maximum, minimum and average values for heat rejection, pressure
drop and fluid outlet temperature and total heat dissipated by the low
loadheater.
Computer time required to analyze a 4.08 haw lunar orbit
mission (two orbits) with a calculation and print interval of .02
hours is 25 seconds on the Univac 1103 computer,	 This represents a
routine run speed of better than 500 times real 'time.
The Apollo Block II ECS radiator performance predictions obtained
by the computer program described herein have been compared to detailed
thermal model predictions which have been verified by predicting test
results.	 All of the expected operating modes and environmental conditions
of the Block II ECS radiator were considered. 	 All active controls (bypass
valve, proportioning valve, isolation valve and low load heater) were
exercised.	 Both the primary and redundant system performance predictions
wero compared. 	 It has been determined that the computer routine provides
adequate Block II ECS radiator performance predictions for a wide variety'
of conditions with	 a minimum of computer time required.
l
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A2.0	 214T'EODUCTION
In the design of thermal control flow systems, Whether. it be
that of individual components or overall eyatems, the ability to determine
a design's adequacy is enhanced by the capability-to simulate its performance
while it is subjected to a variety of mission paramete*s. The space radia-
tors used in the Apollo Block II Environmental Control System (ECS) are
components critical to the operation of the ECS and as such, their response
to various combinations of environmental parameters has bten established. 	 R
Computer analysis of these space radiators has required Aarge quantities
of computer time for the many missions required for a c%gprehensive study.
This report summarizes the creation of a program which computes
approximate radiator performance rapidly enough to permit a large number of 	 Y
parametric mission analyses with minimum computer time. The work was done
under Contract NAS9-6807, which requires modification of the Block II component
subroutine described in Reference 1. The thermal model, of Reference l has
been improved and additional analyses have been made to verify the performance
predictions of the program. The revised routine also contains the redundant
loop, the low load heater and ,provisions for ,single panl operation. In
addition to the four missions built into the parent subroutine, a fifth
mission has been created to permit the card input of time-dependent tables
of incident heats, system fluid inlet temperature, and total flow rate.
Provision is also made for dynamic printout of heat rejection, pressure drop,
flow rate, and outlet fluid temperature at selected intervals for all five 	
1
missions. A User's Manual for the program thus formed is included.
The stated objective of the computer routine requires the predic.
Lion of suitable radiator performance in any environment and With any heat
load. In order to evaluate the adequacy of the _computer routine predictions
	 isit is necessary to establish a baseline to Which the predictions.can be
compared. No flight data are available and test data are available for only
a limited number of conditions. The approach taken herein is to use the
results of a detailed computer routine and thermal model
	 as a, baseline
for evaluating the results of the simplified computer routine. The detailed
	
li
baseline model has been verified by predicting the results of the Qualifica-
tion Test of the Apollo Block II ECS radiator. Baselines have been established










This section presents the methods, used in the Apollo Block. 11
DCS radiator computer routine (AB2RAD) for heat transfer and fluid ;flow
analysis.	 The equations used in the temperature and pressure drop
calculations are given along with the flow control valve characterizations,
3.1	 Heat Transfer Analysis
The temperature of each fluid, tube and structure node in the
thermal model is determined from the general temperature equation below-
T
	
7_ Djk Tk + F	 - E	 T3^
k
-, -
F 1+ % D jk
k
a The above equation is derived in Reference 2 and the symbols are defined
in the List of Symbols (page 40) and Table 1.
k
?'. An implicit backward-difference method is used to determine the
temperature: of each node.
	 First the coefficients in the above equation
are determined for each node.
	 These coefficients are detailed in Table 1.
All	 ficients	 function
	
thecoi	 are a	 of	 computing time increment.	 The
fluid upstream temperature coefficient is a function of the flow rate
and the tube and structure absorbed heat coefficients are a function of the
incident heat.	 All other terms in the coefficients given in Table 1 are
determined from the radiator physical characteristics and input as
constants in the routine.
The resulting set of non-linear temperature equations are solved
4 simultaneously by a modified point-iterative -twethod known as "..successiveSi
overrelaxation (SOR)- to yield the temperature of each lump at the end of
the computing time increment. The method is as follows:
1. Assume an initial temperature matrix called T.
2. Set matrices Tl and T2 to T.
3. Using the values of temperature in T2, calculate values of
temperature  from the general temperature equation above, one
lumpata time. Call this iterate T' for the particular lump,
The T2 value is determined by the equation T2 • T1 + 0 (T' Tl),
being the overrelaxation`parameter (S = 1.3). This procedure
is continued until each lump's equation has been iterated.
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The quantities used in Table l are defined as the following;
rt
wj - flow rate in the tube containing fluid lump	 This is a
variable quantity calculated at the beginning of each
calculation time increment.
LET - calculation time increment.
	 This value is aet internally, in
the routin6 as 0.02 hour.
w - weight of lump .
Tfu - temperature of fluid lump upstream of luam
	 .
hf - heat transfer coefficient.
Af - internal area for heat transfer. t
c - specific heat
Tk - temperature of neighboring lump in Comm mication with lump L
Ej - emissivity of lump 3.
(r Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
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f
Aej .- external area for radiation of lump ;.
i'.
Ujk ' Ac k - conductsnco betwon lump
	
and neighboringY- krs lump k,
k - therms. conductivity.
Ac - conduction area between lumps j and k.
Yj,Yk - conduction path lengths.
'E Subscripts
f - fluid
i t - tube
a - structure (fin)
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4. The new matrix of T2 thus determined is compared to the Tl
matrix term by term. If IT2 - This less than the aera-
tion limit (Q = 0.10) the iteration of this particular
equation is temporarily suspended. If I T2 - T11 is less
than 0 for each lump, the .alution is achieved.
5. The Tl matrix is set to the T2 matrix and the process is
repeated from step 3. As soon as the last lump satisfies
the I T2 - Tll < B, if all equations were not iterated,
the process is again begun for each lump from step 3.
The standard "4R procedure is modified in that those equations
which satisfy the IT2 - '21114 9 are not iterated until all equations
have satisfied the relation.
3.2	 Pressure Drop
The pressure drop in the radiators and connecting tubes is
calculated by the following equation and is restricted to Reynolds numbers
less than 2000.
0 P 	 Bi. Ai wj
i
The constants, Bi, are obtained from the density and geometry of the fluid
lump. The d5mamic viscosity, A , of each fluid lump i , determined from
the Fluid Lump temperature by table lookup.
The flow rates in the Five parallel tubes of each radiator panel
are determined by requiring the pressure drop for each of the parallel
flow paths to be equal. -Therefore defining
AKj 	 p Pj/wi
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3.3	 Bypass Valve Characterization
The bypass valve in the Apollo Block II ECS radiator system
controls the heat rejection by regulating the flow through the radiator.
The bypass line and valve pressure losses are not calculated since they
are in parallel with the radiator, and their pressure loss will equal the
radiator pressure loss. 	 The valve is programed to route flow through the
radiator such that the mixed temperature is controlled to a nominal 450E
if obtaining this temperature at the end of each computing interval 'is
within the valve response. capability. 	 Tne valve's position (fraction
bypass) is determined according to the difference between the mixed out-
let temperature after each iteration and the desired temperature (450F).
A deadband is included in the valve logic such that the valve is not
activated until the above temperature difference exceeds 0.750F.	 Tre
fraction bypass is characterized in AB2RAD by the equations
Z _ Zprevious + Q Z
° where Z is the fraction bypassed.	 The term, p Z, is calculated from the
valve response characteristics and computing time increment.
	 The usual
valve response characteristics were altered to desensitize the valve in
order to eliminate problems with the larger time increments used in the
routine.	 The valve rate factor used in AB2RAD is 0.0003 (fraction of full.
- travel per of per second) and the rate limit is 0.0033 (fraction of full
travel per second) .	 The actual valve constants are 0.00258 for the rate




The proportioning of flow through the two parallel radiators
in the Apollo Block II ECS radiator subsystem is controlled by a propor-
tioning valve located at the junction of the inlets to the radiators.
Temperature sensors located near the outsets of the radiators provide
signals for valve control.
	 The valve is designed to respond by increasing
flow to the radiator with the lower outlet temperature.
	 This arrangement
rF is utilized to provide maximum heat rejection when the two radiator panels
i s operate in significantly different incident heat environments.
The proportioning valve simulation in the computer routine is
designed to reproduce the characteristics of the actual valve that will
be used in the Apollo Block II subsystem. The basic equation describing
the operation of the valve 'is
X = Xlrevious + ￿
 (Xi Xprevious) + G (TRT TLT)
c
where:
G . valve gain
tc = valve time constant
computing time increment
Xi initial valve position (from left)
Xprevi.ous valve position at previous iteration
X new valve position











This equation is valid only when the computing time increment
is small compared with the valve time constant. The computing time in-
crement used in AH2RAD (0.02 how',') is much ,greater than the valve time
constant (0.000833 hours) and the valve position is obtained by the
equation:
X Xi + G (TRT TLT)
After the position, X, is determined, it is used to define the,,






H = proportionality factor for valve pressure drop
;RT., WTU ,, = right and left side flow rates
Xl valve position from left 	 ►
X2 valve position from right
The valve pressure drops are considered together with the
	 1	 1
pressure drops in the remainder of the right and left hand flow paths
to determine flow rates that give a pressure balance for both sides.
Considering the pressure drop of the radiator to be a linear function of
flow rate, such that QP a K ur , the pressure balance in the radiator
and valve cari be written as:
22
wRT	 WRT




KRT = 6P of radiator right branch/right side flow rate
KLT = LA P of radiator left branch/left side flow rate
pI
*RV *LT z right and left flow rates
SubstitutingwRT = *TOT *LT and rearranging yields a solution for 
*LT	 t Iin the standard quadratic form: {
l	 ],	
+ K + 2 
H ' TOT	 w	 + H (wTOT )2	 0H-	 WLT2 + ^' LT[XT 2	 RT	 2	 LT " KRT TOT	 2
X2 	 X2
The standard quadratic equation solution is used in the AH2RAD to solve the
above equation for the flow rate in the left branch of the radiator system








;. The AB2RAD calculates heat rejection and pressure drop as a
function of time.	 This section describes the thermal model used, the
orientations available and a comparison of predicted results to a de-
tailed analysis of the Block II BCS radiator.
4.1	 Thermal Model
The thermal model used in AB2RAD consists of two radiator panels
connected in parallel. 	 Each panel is composed of a five flow tube stagna-
tion panel plus a single flow tube in series downstream of the selective
stagnation panel.	 Figure 1
	
shows the thermal model for the complete
radiator system including valves as anal..-zed by AB2RAD.
{Y The thermal model is a coarse breakdown of the actual. Apollo
wh Block II ECS radiator panels. 	 The primary and redundant flow tubes in
the stagnation panel were divided into two equal length isothermal. nodes.
This coarse division resulted in twelve tube and fluid nodes and eight
fin nodes per stagnation panel. 	 Each series panel has four fluid and
tube nodes (two each for the primary and redundant loop) and two fin
nodes.	 The inlet and outlet manifold tubes and other connecting tubes
shown in Figure 1
	
were considered adiabatic, and therefore did not affect
the thermal balance.
4.2	 Absorbed Heat
Heat flux data for two 80 nautical mile ecliptic plane lunar
orbits, a 1.0 RPH translunar thermal cycle and a deep space environment
are contained in AB2RAD. A description of these thermal environments
follows:
1. Lunar Orbit Broadside Orientation - The longitudinal axis of
i1 the vehicle is always parallel to the lunar surface and passes
through the subsolar point. The vehicle orbits with one
radiator panel always facing the , Moon while the diametrically
_	 opposed panel alternately sees deep space and the solar flux.
2. Lunar Orbit Nose Down Orientation - The longitudinal axis of
the vehicle is always perpendicular to the lunar surface and
the vehicle passes through the subsolar point. The"mid-point
of both the leading and lagging radiator panels are inAthe
f plane of the orbit.
3. Translunar Thermal Cycle - The longitudinal axis of the
	
'	 vehicle is perpendicular to the sun's rays. The vehicle
	
1'	 rolls at a_rate of one revolution.per hour.
^+. Deep; Space The radiator panels are positioned so as to










































Absorbed heat data for the two lunar orbits above were obtained
by use of the digital computer routine of Reference 3. The solar absorb-
A ltivity and emissivity used in this analysis were 0.20 and 0.92 respectively.
Figures 2 through 4 show the absorbed heat for the lunar broadside orien-
tation, lunar nose down orientation and a 1.0 RPH thermal cycle respectively.
The data shown are for a flat plate inclined at an angle of 30 0 from the
radiator mid point. It was determined that these flat plate values of
absorbed heat represented an average value for the curved radiator surface.
The absorbed heat data for each of the above conditions are
E	 written into the routine for one orbit for the lunar orbits and one vehicle
revolution for the thermal cycle. A cyclic repeat of the curves is pro-
vided to obtain data for four orbits (8.1676 hours of mission time) and
four vehicle revolutions (4.0 hours of mission time). In addition to the
absorbed heat data contained in the routine, AB2RAD provides for the tabu-
`'	 lar input of any heat flux data desired. Input data requirements and instruc-
5	
tions are given in Section 5.0.
I	 4.3	 CAPABILITY
The AB2RAD is intended to be suitable for predicting ra diator
perfor4ance in any environment and with any heat load. In order to evaluate
L	 the adequacy of the AB2RAD predictions) comparisons have been made to the
detailed analysis results presented in References 4 and 5 for the Block II
r	 ECS radiator. The baseline model used in Reference 4 has been verified by
predicting the results of the Qualification Test of the Block II BCS radix-
tors (Reference 5). It should be noted that the baseline thermal model and
Qualification Test hardware assumed adiabatic conditions between the radia-
tor supply and return lines and the Service Module structure. Recent tests
of the complete Block IS ECS (2TV-1) and preliminary analyses have indicated
that a significant amount of heat can be added to the radiator outlet line
from the Service Module structure. Since the AB2RAD is based on the ther-
mal model of Reference 4, the effect of the Service Model structure on the
supply and return lines is not included in the results. The baseline model
has a total of 1141 nodes and yields 2.5 hours of mission time for each
hour of computer time as compared to the AB2RAD total of 84 nodes and run
speed of better than 500 hours of mission time for each hour of computer
time. Both models were run on the Univac 1108 computer. Performance com-
parisons were made between the baseline analyses and the AB2RAD results
for the following conditions
(1) Lunar orbit, broadside orientation, 3500 BTU/hr heat load,
primary system operating.
(2) Lunar orbit, broadside orientation, 3470 BTU/hr heat load,
primary system operating.
(3) Lunar orbit, broadside orientation, 5600 BTU/hr heat load,
redundant system and one primary system; panel operating.
(4) Translunar thermal cycle, 2. 5 RPH, 6880 BTU/hr heat load,
redundant system and one primary system panel operating.
(5) Earth orbit, broadside orientation, 8800 BTU/hr heat load,
primary system operating.
(6)a sppee^c a transient from a heat load of 4415 BTU/hr to
.f
7 BTCT^hr .
A total flow rate of 200-1b/hr was used for both the primary and
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Wthe results cf , t^eFi;ura3 ^ throu,,,h PRO preaent	 14 q
oao*h of the above conditions.
	 Comparisons of beat rejPt,2t,,.dp pariula
flowrate, radiator outlet temperatura, and radiaor prvviurot	 drrm art,a
Prasontod for the firat 5 conditions.	 Only the radiator outlet t, ► apor.
ature and heat rejection are comparod Vor the deep apace transl, ,.n^;
since the ' 
`
auelino for this condition was taleeri d1rootly ► 'rom
5 and tho ('low rate and pressure drop results were riot availaLlo.
	 A
summary of tbt- results for the six tier dition q l :ompared is
	 ,,1vvn In
Table 2.	 Thti avfirage heat rejection errors (Tabla 2) are teis( ,d oti trtle
intp.grated heat rejection rates over the period or an orbit, or a ainGlo.
:; rea r o srevolution in the oase of translunar thermal cycle. 	 Water boilin^^
are based on the assumption that the water boiler is "on" when the? noolant
temperature is above 480F, and that enough water is boiled to reduce the
coolant t-mperature to 41-50F,	 These assumptions yield the maximum amount
of water which can be boiled based on hardware specif ,! ,".atinn limits,
The rcsults indicate that the AB2RAD provides adequate performance
predictions for a variety of environment and heat load conditions. 	 All pre-
dicted performance parameters show a reasonable agreement with the baseline
analysis except for the panel outlet temperatures on Figures6 and 9.	 The
AB2RAD predicts that the outlet temperature of the panel facing the moon,
during the sunlight portion of the orbit, gets much hotter than predicted
by the baseline analysis. 	 Since the flow rate to the "hot" panel is less
than 10 lb /hr /hr (due to the proportioning valve action) the hotter panel
outlet has very little effect on overall radiator performance.
	 It should
be noted that during the Block 11 ECS radiator qualification Test (Reference
5) the "hot" panel outlet temperatures were measured to be approximately
1600F.	 The baseline thermal model pred^cted a maximum of 1030F (ReferenceL If 5.) for the test conditions.	 This can be attributed to the fact that the
explicit finite-difference technique used for temperature calculations in the
baseline analysis, in combination with a large computing time increment, doeo
not provide for the proper propagation of a temperature front in a flowing
tube.	 Therefore ) the hot fluid in the radiator -panel was not propagated, to
the radiator outlet.	 In the AB2RAD routine, an implicit backward-difference
technique is used to calculate temperatures.
	 This method inherently provides
for thepropagation of a temperature front. 	 Thus, in this case the AB2RAD
prediction may actually better represent the radiator performance.
Figure 12 indicates that the AB2RAD predicted outlet temperatures
for the redundant system are higher than the baseline predictions. 	 During
TT
the baseline analysis, the low load heater was inadvertantly deactivated,
When the redundant system outlet falls below 470F, the heater should be
activated to increase the inlet temperature. In the AB2RAD analysis, the
heater controls the outlet to 45-47 F, but the baseline predicted outlet
reaches a minimum of 37-50F with no heater. This is also reflected. in the
heat rejection comparison (Figure 11). The AB2RAD maximum heat rejection is
reduced by the heater increasing the redundant system outlet temperature.
During the deep space transient (Figure 20) the panel outlet tem-
peratures falls below -15OF and the low-load heater is activated. However,
the AB2RAD predictions react much faster to the low-loaCCr heater than the
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Figure 7 Comparivon of Predicted Pressure Drops in
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Figure 10 Comparison of Predicted Pressure Drops in
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heater the AB2RAD predicts an increase in the outlet temperature;
whereas, the baseline predictions show the outlet temperature being
maintained at approximately -35OF during the minimum heat load oonditions.
The sensitivity of the AB2RAD model to the low-load htiater could cause
errors in the predicted heater power consumption, lithe minimum heat
load conditions had continued for longer than three nouns, the AB2RAD
would have predicted that the low-load heater would cycle on and off.
As indicated by Table 8, the AB2RAD predicts 31 per cent less heater
power consumption than the baseline for a 3.0 hour minimum heat load
condition. The destagnation and transient to the 9275 BTU/hr heat load
condition is adequately predicted by AB2RAD.
The AB2RAD predictions have been compared to detailed thermal
model predictions which have been verified by predicting test re."sults
(Roference 5). Environmental conditions of deep space, solar heating,
and lunar heating with the expected maximum and the minimum heat loads
for the Block 11 ECS radiator have been considered. All active controls
(bypass valve, proportioning valve, isolation valve, and low load
heater) have been exercised. Both the primary and redundant systems
harve been operated. In conclusion, the AB2RAD has been, shown to provide
ad,-)quate Block I'Ll" ECS radiator performance predictions for a wide
-rariety of conditions with a m i nimum of computer time required. With
the limitations discussed above, and summarized in Table 2. the AB2RAD
can be utilized to predict the performance of the Apollo Block II ECS








AB2RAD is written in Fortran V for the Univac 1108 digital com-
puter and requires a total of 24,773 words of core storage, including the
required system routines. Table 3 lists the Univac 1108, Fortran V, system
subroutines which are used by AB2RAD. The square root routine (Table 3)
is required regardless of the system on which the program is run. Input
data comprises the majority of the storage requirements. Storage space is
reserved for four incident heat tables, two inlet temperature tables and two
flaw • rate tables. Each table is dimensioned for 1000 values of the de-
pendent and independent varia4)les for a total data storage requirement of
16000 words. A complete program listing is given in Appendix A. Appendix
B presents a program flow chart. The major Fortran terms used in the routine
are given in Appendix C.
5.2	 Data Preparation
For submitting runs under the NASA Exec II Processor, the con-
figuration of the card deck is as shown in Figure 21. If the AB2RAD source
deck is submitted with the data the deck; arrangement is as shown in Figure
214. Figure 21b shows the deck configuration when the AB2RAD program is-read
from a magnetic tape.
The data input consists of a mission parameter card and curve
cards where required. An optional HDG control card may be used for
problem identif,',cation if desired (see Figure 20) . The mission parameter
card specifies which heat flux data is to be used or if the heat flux
data will be input, the primary and redundant loop operation code, mission
time if required, print interval, inlet temperature and flow rate. The
curve cards provide for tabular inputs of absorbed heat, flow rates And









Columns clature	 Forman	 Description
Card 1
-5 MSSTo>u	 15	 Mission Code 1, lunar-oriented	 2
broadside
n 2 1 Lunar-oriented nose
down
3, translunar broadside -
l RPH Thermal Cycle
• l+, zero incident heat (Steady
:state only)
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Columns claturc Format Deccription
6 - fi Y110DE 15 Primary System Code
0) both primary panels on
-1. side q,4 only on
1 1 side 1,2 only on
2, primary system ofd"
I( T;LSEC 15 Redundant System Code
= 9, redundant system off
= 1, redundant system on
P F101. 0 Total mission time, not required for
missions 1 through 4, so may be left
blank for these mission-,.
'PaII01) Flo.Q Cyclic period for which the time depon-
dent curves will repeat until total miu-
sion time is reached. Required only for
Mission 5. May be left blank if non-cyclic
curves are supplied for entire mission
time. Not required for Missions 1 - 4)
so may be left blank for these conditions.
31- 40 PRINT F10.0 Print interval,, hrs. Must be integral
multiple of calculation ^'riterval (.02 hr).
For printing every itera t ion, any value
:!n-.02 (including zero or blank) will
suffice. For Mission 4, a im-1. 1ae of 6.o
will print only steady state values.
TINLT F10.0 Primary system inlet fluid temperature,
OF; not required for Mission 5 or if
KODE = 2, so may be left blank for
these conditions.
>l-6,) IVMOTS F10.0 Primary system total flow rate, lb/hr;
not required for Mission 5 or If
KODE = 2, so may be left blank for
these conditions.
61- ,-ro TINSEC F10.0 Redundant system inlet fluid temperature,
OF; not required for Mission 5 or if
KODSEC = 0 1 so may be left blank for
these conditions.
-(1-60 WDTSEC F10.0 Redundant system total flow rate, lb/hr;
not required for Mission 5 or if KODSEC
0, so may be left blank for these
conditions.
Card I constitutes the entire data set for Missions 1 throuL;b 4; for





The following curve sets (curve header card followed by curve
data cards) must be supplied in the order given:
1. Absorbed heat curve for Panel 1, BTU/,hr-ft2 f(hours)
2. Absorbed heat curve for Panel 2, BTU/hr_ft 2 f(hours)
3. Absorbed heat curve for Panel :3) BTU/hr-rt2 f(hours)
4. Absorbed heat curve for Panel 4 ) BTU/hr-ft2 f(hours)
5. Primary system, total flow rate, lb/hr n f(hours)
6. Primary system inlet fluid temperature, OF,^ f(hours)
7. Redundant system total flow rate, lb/hr = hours)
8. Redundant system inlet fluid temperature, OF • f(hours)
The first six curves must be supplied for all problems. If the
redundant system is not used (KODSEC = 0), curves 7 and 8 must not be included.
For conditions when the primary system is not operating a dummy curve 5 and6 must be supplied. A minimum of two points must be used for each curve and
the last time point must be equal to or exceed the problem mission time.
Fortran
Nomen-
C oluznns clature	 Format
Card 1 (curve Header Card)
1-5	 NPTS	 15,
Description
Number of points on curve ., 2 4 MS fiL 1.000
6 ­72	 ALPHA	 llA6..A1	 Title
4 Cards 2 through 2NPTS/7 (Curve Data Cards)





Second time point, hr.
-21-30	 TTIE3	 E10.3
	
Third time point, hr.
Etc. through last time point ) which must be equal to or greater than total
mission time, P3. Then beginning in next ten-column field,
Ilu=.'	 E'10-3	 Initial dependent variable value,
or TIN	 BTU1hr_ft2., lb/hr, or OF, respectively.
Etc. through last dependent variable value.
5.3	 Output
During simulation of a mission ., current values of heat rejection,






times specified by the input print interval. The print interval must be
an integral multiple of the calculation interval (.02 hr) or l,rregular
print intervals will result. Upon completion of Mission 4 the steady
state values of the output parameters are printed. At the end of all other
missions the maximum, minimum, and average values of the output para-
meters are printed. For Missions 1 through 3, these will represent values
encountered during the last orbit and for Mission 5, values over the entire
mission including the initial. conditions.
5.4
	 Error Diagnostics
If certain errors occur during execution of the program, diagnostic
messages will be printed before execution is terminated. As an aid to error
tracing, these messages are listed below with explanatory remarks.
1. INTERPOLATION IMPOSSIBLE
MERR n x	 TINE a x xx
EXECUTION TERMINATED BY PROGRAMMED HALT
'.,he problem time has exceeded the times supplied with one of the
curves, the specific curve being indicated by the value of WM as follows:
Value	 Curve
1	 Absorbed heat for Panel 1
2	 Absorbed heat for Panel 2
3	 Absorbed heat for Panel 3
4	 Absorbed heat for Panel 4
5	 Primary system total flow rate
6	 Primary system inlet fluid temperature
'	 Redundant system total flow rate
8	 Redundant system inlet fluid temperature
2. THE PROBLEM COULD NOT BE SOLVED IN 500 ITERATIONS
Five hundred relaxation passes through the temperature equations
failed to produce a solution accurate to within 0.0020F.
3 THE TE11PERATURE USED IN FIND ING gMi; VISCOSITY IS GREATER THAN ,M
HIGHEST VALUE ON THE CURVE
Fluid temperature has become greater than 300OF at some point
in the system.





L'^ VERATURh ON THE CURVE
r
Fluid temperature has become less than.-300OF at some point
in the system.
5 THREE HUNDRED ITERATIONS 'AVE FAILED TO PRODUCE A STF,ADY STATE SOLUTION
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Ae 	External area for radiation
E	 Af	 Internal area for heat transfer
AK	 Ratio of pressure drop in a tube to flow rate in that tube
H	 Pressure drop constant , 2 node len th Wetted Perimeter




D,E Pp Temperature equation coefficients
G Proportioning valve gain
H Factor for proportioning valve pressure: drop
f Friction factor
hf Heat transfer coefficient
t
k Thermal conductivity






I t c Proportioning valve time constant
U Thermal conductance
w Weight of lump j
w Flow rate
Y Conduction path length
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fu	 Upstream fluid lump
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AC ULTRA—FAST MISSION ANA1,YSIS kOUTINE BLK20001
C FOR APOLLO BLOCK 2 ENVIRONMENTAL OLK20002
C CONTROL SYSTEM RADIATORS f3L.K20003
C OLK20004
C DEVELOPED BY ULK20005
C f1LK20006
C MISSILES AND SPACE UIVISION — TEXAS 8LK20007
C LTV AEROSPACE CORPORATION OLK20008
C Po 0• 809 6267 — DALLAS9	 TEXAS	 75222 ULKr0009
C UL . K20010
C FOR 13LK20011
C ULK20012
C NATIONAL AERONAUTICS ANO SPACE ADMINISTRATION bLK?0013
C MANNED SPACf,"CRAFT CCNTFR — HOU/STON# 	 TEXAS BLK20014
C UNDER CONTRACT NAS9-6807 BLK20015
C HLK20016
C PROG READS THE DATA AND CALLS SUBROUTINE AB2kAD WHICH DOES ULK20011
C THE ACTUAL CALCULATIONS t3LK20018
C W.K20019
I	 FORMAT(15vJ3#I297F10i0) OLK20020
50 READ(5ol)	 MSSION ► KODEsKODSECoP39PERIOUsPRINTPTINLTPWDOTS9 8LK20021
ITINSECtWDT•SEC BLK20022
CALL A82RAD'II MSSION*KODEtKODSECeP?tPER1009PRINT#TlfviLToWDOT3* HLK20023
ITINSECoWDTSEC) 8LK20024
.GO TO 50 BLK20025
END bLK20026
SUBROUTINE	 A82RAD(MSSION#)(ODEoKODSEC i P39PEkIODsPRINTPTINLT# BLK20027
IWDOTS#TINSEC#WDTSEC) BLK20028
DATA ON0	 ON	 I /sOFF/ 0
	OFF'/ OLK20029
DIMENSION	 AK412)#BMO(37)#TF(32)@TFIN(32) 1* fPII F(32)*TPF(32) ► NFCODE OLK20030
1(32)PTT(32)P'TTIN(32)#'I'PPI(32)sTPT(32)#NTCOOL(32)#TS(20)#TSIN(20)o OLK20031
2TPPS(20)or p s(20)oNSCODE(20)PQAfiS(4) * (J(4000)*TIME(8000)'PT(33)oTMU 13LK20032
3 ( 33 ) #WDUT 110 ) #DPT ( 10 ) 9 L ( 5 ) 9 ALPHA (1 1 2 ) vNPT5 f 8 ) 9 WDT TOTA 1000 ) 9T I N tILK,20033
4(1000)ti-ISTART(8) * WDOTSC(1000)sT.I ,NLSC(1000)#H(10)#F(5) LILK20034
COMMON TvTMU BLK20035
503 FORMAT (//50H THE PROBLEM COULD NOT BE SOLVED IN 500 ITERATIONS//) BLK20036
SAVE1 - PRINT ULK20037
IOU ITao ULK20038
2508 AA1	 -	 #034 BLK20,039
A2	 d	 32o1 8LK20040
AA2	 n AAl ULK20041
AA3	 a 2o355 8LK20042
A3A	 a	 1 * 984 ULK20043
A5	 a	 0842 OLK20044
AA5	 =	 2 * 55 ULK20045
A5A	 m	 2o158 OLK20046
AA6 a AA5 BLK20047
A7	 m	 * 087 t3 1.K2 004 8
A8	 a	 o0519 HLK20049
A9	 1*32E-10 41LK^0050
A10	 *799-10 BL K 2 Q 0 5 1
All	 o41 13 L K el 0 0 5 2




A14.=	 1 * 56 I$LK20055
A15	 a	 e468 lit. K2 0056
A16*=	 1.06 HLK20051
A17	 =	 9557 I$LK20058
A18	 =	 * 0792 ULK20059
A19	 -	 1o224F-10 IILK20060
=o wt^
T
A20	 •	 1 * 565 aEfW006 I
A21
	 n 	 * 1091 OLK20062
A22	 v	 * 0166h-9 HLK20063
A21	 -	 o719 IJLK20064
91	 -	 AAI B1X20065
83	 n A3A BLK10066
84	 , A5A ULK2006?
F(] )n.000987,40'532 il LK20068
E(2 l)-•002965444665 BLK20069
t(I) M #0019102373 BLK20070
F(4 ► - * 004551234485 BLK20071
EM-d004730380465 OLK20072
F(1) ftoO00126203 BLK20073
F(21- * 000126421111 OLK20074
F(3)- * 000139544253 ULK2C075
F(4) w o000156136337 BLK20076
F(5) • s000178187671 EILK20077
WDOTT n ,WDOTS 8LK20078
SE'TPT*')04-o69 b1.K20079
DHANI)m * 75 OLK20060
FLOWMX•loO BLK200o1
FLOWMN n e01 BLK20002
RTFCTR n •0003 fl(,K20083
RLJ.MlT w e0033 BLK2'0084
POSIN	 a	 1605 8LK20085
VLVGAN=1o155 BLK20086
POSMIN n •854 BLK20087
POSMAX*329146 OLK20088
FULOPN n 33. OLK20089
GFACT 0 30• OLK20090
PPAIIA n'1 * 0 ' BLK20091
VTOLsool BLK20092
COUNT-0o BLK20093
SQREJ a 0s SLK,20094
STOUT • OoO BLK2005-5
SDP v 0 * BLK20096,
TMX, L, 0 * 0 BLK20097
TMN=100000060 OLK20098
tMAX n O• BLK20099
TMIN=1000000• BLK20100
DPMAX n O * O OLK20101
DPMlN n 500o0 BLK20102
PCMAX n 0*0 SLK20103
PCMIN C 1000000s0 BtK20104
IF(KODSEC * EG#ol GO TO 9060 OLK20105
sDp 2w06 BLK20106
DPMX n Oo BLK20107
DPMN n 500o BLK20108
TMX2 n 0o BLK20109




TFA21	 m 529 * 69
YFA23 m 529 * 69
aLK20114
OLK20115







e .,....	 ,4 I I
SUM2 n 0 BLK20*2*
OL00122NP5-33
T(	 1) n 159.69 BLK2023
T(	 2) n 354.69 0,LK20124
T1	 3) n 369.69 BL00125
TI	 4)	 375.69 BLK20126
T(	 5) n 376.69 8LKZ0127
T(	 6) n 977.69 BLKZ0128
T(	 7)*378.69 BLK20129
T(	 8)w379.69 B`LK20130
T(	 9) n 381.69 BLK20131
T(10) n 383.69 OLK20132
T(11)-385.69 BLK20133
1'(12) n 387.69 BLK20134








T(21 = 459.69 BLK20143
































TMU(21) n 24.5 @LK20176
}
tMtJ 22 f -16.5 ^9.LK20177
IfMU(231 n 12.2 8°LK20178
T4!LU(24), -9.3 8,LK201179
d,:





TMtI t 2 7 ) n 4.65	 BLK20182'
TMU (28) n 3 •'75 	ULK20183
TM0091 n`3.05	 BLK20184
YMO(30) n 2.08	 BLK20165
TMU(31)!1.11	 OLK20186




GO TO (1212ol3l3o1414ol5l9r1616)#MSSION	 BLK201.89
C	 BLK20190
C	 BI.K7,0191
iN it	 'N N N M M M "
	
800AO Sl9E .	 • 11	 1 A #	 •	 BLK20192
BLKRO193
C	 BLK20194
r	 1212 MOART (1) =1	 BLK20195
MSTART(21 n 19	 8LK20196
MS,TART (3) n 37	 8LK20197








0( 2) n 275 61	 8LK202:06
Of 3)=267.04	 8LK20207
Of 4)=2,1.7.70	 BLK20208





0t 8) = 31018	 BLK20212
Of 9) n 1.37	 BLK20213




0(14) 0 142.07	 BLK20218
0(15)=217.70	 BLK20219
0(16) • 267.04	 BLK20220








O(25) w 8.'06	 13LK20229
O(26) n 31 18	 BLK20230
0(27)=1..37	 13LK20231




0(32) n 142.07	 BLK20236
1	 P(33) 217.70	 BLK20237
0(34)0267.04	 BLK20238
0(35-)=275.61	 BLK20239




0(38) u 72 * 81	 .61LK20242
0(39)-59038	 BLK20243
0(40)x38o72	 BLK20Z44
0(41) 0 0-0	 BLK20245
0(42)w0 * 0	 01A2 0 24 6
0(43)-38 * 72	 BLK20247
0(44) x 59 * 38	 OILK20248
0(45) n 72 * 81	 BLK20249




Q(50)-38 * 72	 BLK20254
0(51)=000	 BLK20255
0( 521 . 0.0	 8LK20256
0(53)-36 * 72	 BLK20257
0(54)-59e38	 BLK20.2 , 50
0(55)-72 * 81.	 BLK20259
0(56)m77e48	 bLK20260
TIME( I) o O * O	 bLK20261
TIME1 2) = 090567	 BLK20262
TIME( 3) = 0 * 1135	 8—K20263
TIME( 4)=Oo2268	 BLK20264
TIME( 5)-0o3403	 8LK20265
TIME( 6)=0 * 5105	 8LK20266
TIME( 7)= 095388	 bLK20267	 Bill
TIME( 8)=0 * 6401	 8LK20266
TIME( 9)-z 0e6411	 bLK20269
Aft^TIME: (10) 	 BLK20270	 Ar-m
TIME(11) = 1 * 4030	 BLK20271
T I M E( L2 )° = .5031 	 BLK20272
TIMIE(13)-1.5314	 BLK20473
TIME(14) x 1o7016	 BLK20274
TIMF(15)-1.8151	 BLK20275
TIME(16)=1 * 928,4	 SLK20270
TIM E ( 17 )f^^j re 853 	 K 2 0 2 7 7
T I ME( 18; )x-°2 . 0419	 BIL K 2 0 21 8,
TIM'L(19)=0o0	 6LK20279
-T 7 1ME(20)-0 * 0567	 BLK20280
TIME (21 11=0e 1135	 BLK-20281
Tji M E.*2 2 0 -,22,6 8	 6,'LK20282
10M E ( 2 3 1 w&.3 4 63	 48iLK 2 0 2 8 3
ttME(24)-0-5105	 &LK20284
T'i-1MT- . 2 5) 0 5 3 80	 64 K2 0 2 85
T I IWE 2 6 G: 6 4 04	 OLK 2 0 2 ,8 6
TIME (27)-0o641 I	 P`L,K 2 0 2 8 7
T LME (28)-1 * 4020	 &LK20288
T'I'Mt ( 2 91 1. 4x0.3  0	 EPLK 2 0 2 8,9
VIK(340)*1 * 5031	 BLK20290
TIM`.E(31 )-tl,,5314
	 8,,L,K 2 0 9 91
tPRE ( 3 2 ) a 1.7016	 OLK2029-2
-T4;(M E ( 33 ) - I . 8 15 1 20293 we
fl- ,ME (34 ) - 1.9 5,3 M4	 IL^K 20294
TjME(35)m1
 HSk-K 2 0 2 9 5
	
114ME116)-2oO410	 I K2029,6
7 1V E 37) -,0 0	 BUK20297
T IAE 1 38 )!0.1136	 2 ,0 2 9 8





TIME(41) = 0 * 5105 BLK20301
T IME/42) m 1.5314 BLK20302
TIME143)!1.7016 BLK20303
TIME(44) a 1 * 8151 BLK20304
TIME(45) w 1*9284 BLK20305^
T1ME(461 R 2.0419 •.ALK;20306
TIME(47)*0 * 0 OLK20307
TIME(48)•0 * 1135 BLK20308
TIME (49) n A * 2268 BLK20309
x TIME(50) n 0*3403 BLK20310
TIME151) n 0 * 5105 BLK20311
T 1 ME (52) * 1.5314 BLK20312
TIME(53)"1 * 7016 BLK20313
TIME(54) n l * 8151 BLK20314
TIME(55) n 1 * 9284 BLK20315
* 0419{ TIME(56) w 2 BLK20316
GO TO	 1111 BLK20317
C




MSTART12) w 15 BLK20324
MSTART(3) n 29 BLK20325
r
MSTART(41 n 43 BLK20326
' PERIOD-2 * 0419 BLK20327
P3-8 * 1676 BL-K20328
NP1 n 14 BLK20329
NP2 n 28 BLK20330
NP3w42 BLK20331
NP4 . 56 BLK20332
-,, 01	 1) n 100 * 43 HLK20333
0(	 2) n 123 * 63 BLK20334	 1w, 01	 3)-129.74 BLK20335
Q(	 4) • l3 i * 92 BLK20336
0(	 5)-130*11 OLK20337
O(	 6) u 124*30 BLK20338
0(	 7) n 108 * 87 BLK20939
0(	 8) n 77.11 BLK20340
0(	 9) n 71 * 18 BLK20341
0110) n 0 * 49 BLK20342
01111 . 0 * 49 OLK20343
0(12) . 71 * 25 BLK20344
0113) n 91 * 33 OLK20345
0(14) n 100.43 BLK20346
0(15)w100.43 BLK20347
0(16) n 123 * 63 bLK20348
0(17)-129 * 74 BLK20349
9i.. Gtl8)•131*92 BLK20350
0(19) n 130 * 11 BLK20351
	
1
0(20) w 124*30 OLK2-0352
01211 n 108 * 87 BLK20353
0122) • 77 * 11 BLK203%4
0(23) n 71 * 18 BLK20355	 i01 241 n 0 * 49 OLK20356_	 «;
0(25) n 0*49 OLK20357
0(26) n 71.25 OLK20358
-f 0127)*91*33 BLK20359
0(28) w 100*43 HLK20360
F
r	 e	 o r	 w	 '
^ s
:..^w,..,;, ..,x. !,_.. ,,,^,













































TIRE (18) n 0.*2268
T LRE ( 19 )=0.2837









































































TIME: (33) n 1.4020 OLK20421
TIME(34) 9 1.4030 BLK20422
TIME(35) . 1.5031 BLK20423
TIM	 (36) • 1-.6164 BLK20424
TIME(37) n 1.701-6 ULK20425
TIME(381 . 1.758 3 B LK20426
TIME(39) w 1•8151 BLK20427	 1
T IME (40 ) n 1.8718 BLK20428
T IME; (41) n 1.9284 BLK20429
TIME (4 2) n 2.0419 BLK20430
TIME(43) • 0.0 BLK20431
TIME(44) n 0.1135 BLK20432
T IME(4 5 ) • '0:2260 6LK20433
TIMF(46) n 0 * 48?7 BLK20414
TIMF(47) n 1.4020 BLK20435
TIMF(48) n 1.4030 BLK20436
TIME(49) n 1.5031 BLK20437
TIME(50) • 1.6164 BL K20438
TIME(51)•1	 7016 BLK20439
TIMEv(52) n 1.7583 BLK20440
TIME (53) n 1.-8151 BLK20441
T1ME(54) n 1.8718 8LK20442
TIME(55) n 199284 BLK204431." TIME(56) n 2.0419 BLK20444
00	 TO	 1111 BLK20445
C 8LK20446
C 0 #	 TRANSLONAR	 • M	 ♦ • • ULK20447
C BLK.20448
C BLK;20449
1414 MSTART II ► •1 BLK20450
MSTART ( 2) . 14 OLK20451
MST:ART 13) n 27 OLK20452
M5TAR1 14) n 40 13LK20453
PERIQp•1.0 8LK20454	 J
P3 m 4.0 3LK20455	 i




r NP4 w 52 BLK20459
0(	 1)w76.5 BL K20460
O(	 2)-*77.6 OLK20461
s^ 01
	 3) • 87.0 BLK20462
0(	 4) • 88.6 BLK20463
01
	
5) • 87.0 BLK20464
O1	 61w77.6 BLK20465
1 01	 71 . 60.6 OLK20466O(	 8) -42o5 bLK20467
of
	 9) n 0.0 BLK20468
0110). 000 BLK20469
0(11) • 4?,•5 OLK20470
0(12 ) n 60.6 OLK20471
011.3) n 760 OLK20472
0(15) n 60.6 BLK20474
0(16)•42 * BLK20475
0117) n 0*0 BLK20476
0118 1 . 	000 BLK20477
k 0(19)•42.5 BLK20478













0(23) n 88+6	 8LK20482
0 (241*8 7. 0	 BLK2048j
O(25) n 77.6	 B,LK20484	 u
0(26)w76 95 	 B,LK20485
0(27) w 0.0	 ULK20486
0(28) n 0.0	 B`LK20487
0(29) 42*5	 ULK20488	 u
4( 30 ) n 60 +6 	 BLK20489
0(31)•77.6	 8LK20490
0 (32 n 87 .0 BLK20491
0(33) n 88.6	 bLK20492	 u
0(34) n 87.0	 1LK20493
0(35) n 77.6	 ULK20494
0(16)v6Oo6	 BLK20495
0(37) n 4 2.5 	 BL K20496
0(38)0 000	 BLK20497
01391 n 0 0 0	 BLK20496
0(40) n 00	 BLK20499
0(41') n 0.0	 BLK20500
0(42) n 42.5	 6LK20501
0(44) n 77.6	 ULK20502
0(45) x 87.0	 BLK20503
0(46)=88.6	 6LK20504
0(47)*87.0	 13LK20505
0(48) n 77.6	 BLK20506
0(49)m6046	 BLK20507
0(56) n 42.5	 BLK20508
Q(51) n 000	 SLK20509
0(52) n 0*0	 BLK20510
T IME( 1) n 0« 0 	 BLK20511
TIME( 2) n 0.0078	 BLK20512





T IME( 6) n 0.1638	 BLK20516
T IME( 7) n .219	 BLK20 5 17
TIME( 8) 0.258	 OLK20518
T I`ME 19) n . 333	 13LK20519
TIME(1.01 n 098360 	 BLK20520
TIME ( 11) n 0.911	 RLK20521
TME(12) n0.952	 BLK20522
TIME ( 13) m 1.0
	
BLK20523
T IME(14) 0,0	 BL -K20524
TIME(15) M0.0478	 BLK20525
TIME(16) n 0.0884	 BILK20526
T I`ME (17) n 0. 1660	 4X20527
TIME(18)*0.666	 BLK20528
TI ME (19) n • 747	 BLK20529
TIME(20).0.781	 IL:K20530	 J






HLK20535T -I'ME (2 s') n .991"
TTME( 26)a1.0	 8L,K20536
BL'K20537TIME(27) n 0 
TL"REr (28)	 . 333	 BLK20538
T -M,k'0 291 is .419	 BL 020539,

































































D0 1629 I u 1.8	 lK 0

















TIME( 47 )•0* 44 2
TIME(48)•0. 493
TIME(49)w0.549






C+► r MN+t * ^► w	 #	 ZERO.
L






















01	 B) n 0.0•
TIME(	 )w0.0
TIME(
	 2) n 1.0
TIME(	 3) n O.0
TIME(	 4) n 1.0
TIME(	 SD n 0.0
TIME(	 6) n 1.0













1621 FORMAT(1HA/I5r11A6sA1 /) BLK20604
LAST wLAST+NPTS(I) OLK20605
GO TO	 (1622r1622o1622 ► 162291625r1626r1630r163119 	 1 BLK20606
1622 READ1591623)	 1TIME(II)oll uNEXT.LAST)o(Q(Il)olt wNEXTt4AST) OLK20607
1,623 FORMAT(7E100 ► . BLK20608
WR'ITE(691624)	 .(TIME(II)tI1 wNEXTrLAST)910(111911=NEXT*LAST) BLK20609
1624 FORMAT (IOUPM1090 BLK20610
GO TO 1628 OLK20611
1625 READ(5,1623)	 (TIME(Il) . rll wNE,XTPLAST).(WDTTAT(IlIoll o I.NOPTS) BLK20612
WRITE(691624)	 ITIME(II)tllwNEXTeLAST)9(WDTTOT(II)rl-tu1#NOPTS) BLK20613
GO TO 1628 BLK20614
1626 READ(591623)
	
(TIME(II)rII wNEXT ► LAST)#(TIN(11)ollmlrNOPTSI BLK20615
WRITE(6r1624)
	
(TIME(II)oll nNEXT.LAST)PITINtll)olI•l#NOPTSI BLK20616 -
DO 1627	 IfuloNOPTS BLK20617
1627 T IN(II),=TIN(I1)+459.69 BLK20618
IF	 (KODSEC.E0.0A	 GO T4 1633 BLK20619
GO TO 1629 BLK20620
1630 READ(591623)	 (TIME(II)tII nNEXTrLAST)PIWOOI'SC(II)+1l n 1oNOPTS) BLK20621
WR " ITE(6.1624)
	
(TIME(II)rll wNEXTrLAST)o(WOOTSC(II)tll m loNOPT3) B LK20622
GO TO 1628 BLK20623
1631 REAU15r1623)	 (TIME(jll)pll wNEXToLAST)r(TINLSC(II)•Il • loNOPTSI 'BLK20624




1432 TINLSC (1 1) w TINLSC1 , Iil,1+4!19.69 BLK20627 4w
1628 NF.XT wNEXT+NPTS(I) BLK20628
1629 CONTINUE BLK20629
163 3 1F(•NOT.PERIOD. GT #O*,) PERIOD nP3 BLK20630
TINLT a T IN(1) dLK20631°
WDOTS w WDTTOT(1) BLK20632
WDOTT = WDGTS bLKP0633
NPI ANPTS('1) BLK20635










M$TART(6) n NP5A+1 BLK20646
MT n 1 BLK20647
NP6BuNPTS(6) 8LK20640
NP6A nNP5A+NP68 BLK20649
IF(KODSEC.EQ.0) GO TO 1112
	
BLK20650 «-
TINSEC n TINLSC411	 BLK20651
WYTSEC nWDOTSC (1) 	 BLK20652 e'`
MSTART171 nNP6A+1	 BLK20653
MWSEC n 1	 BLK20654
NP7 nNP6A+NPTS(7)
	 BLK20655
MSTART( 9) wNP7+1 	BLK20656
MTSEC n i	 BLK20657	 ?
NPB nNP7+NPTS(7)	 ULK20658 =
GO TO 1.112	 BLK20659	 b






aI	 ,FC*TIN,SFC+453.69TNS BLK20661 1
TLINP	 * TINLT BLK20662
TLINS	 • TINSEC BLK20663
1112 DO 605
	




DO 606	 1*21932 BLK20668






436 FORMAT(')'// /16X'* ► -------.---- -- — PRIMARY SYSTEM-------,.— BLK206751**--------
	
------ RFDUNDANT SYSTEM----------------- 0# **TOTAL** $ / FILK20676
218X#}tEAT15X'PR£SSORE14X+FLOW05XIOUTLET04X' INLINE+3X'HEAT05X#PRESSUBLK20677
3RE04X$FLOW05XOOUTLET06X# INLINE06X$HE-ATI/9XiTIME03XOREJECTION$4XoDROLK2,0676
40P OW RATEOW TEMPERATURE HEATER REJECTION04X #DROP16XORATE13X#TEMPBLK20679
5ERATURE 0 3X $ HEATER 0 4X'RE J ECTION O /107X I STA6L 	 STAGE $ /109X # 1 f 5X + 2 $ /) BLK90680
TAU - 0.02 BLK20681
SAVE n 0.02 BLK20682
425 IF(TAU—PERIOD)	 431r4319426 BLK20683426 TAU=TAU-PERIOD
GO TO	 (4279428#4299430x6008) ► MSSION BLK20685
4'27 MSTART(1)pl BLK20686
MSTART(2) P 19 BLK20687
MSTART(3)*37 BLK20688
MSTART(4)*47 BLK20689
GO TO 431 bLK20690




GO TO 431 BLK20695
429 MSTART(1)u1 BLK206,96
MSTART(2) n 14 BLK20697
MSTART M N 27 BLK20690
MSTART(4')*40 BLK20699
GO TO 431 OLK20700
430 MSTART(1) n 1 BLK20701
a M5TART(2) 03 8LK20702,
MSTART(3)*5 BLK20703
MSTART(4) =' 7 BL•K20704,
GO TO 431 8LK20705
MSTART(1) n 1 8LK20706
MSTART(2) pNPl+1 hLK20707
MSTART (3) -NP2+L OLK20700
MSTART (4) nNP3+1 tiLK20709
MSTART(5)	 NP4+1 .13LK20710 •
MSTART(6)-NPSA+1 fiLK20711
I F (KODSEC. EGl-0)
	
GO TO 431 fLK20712
MSTART(7)-NP6A+1 tiLK20713
MSTART(8) nNP7+1 _tiLK20714
431 DO 35 K•lo4 8LK20715
GO	 TO	 (432o43394349435)r1 ULK20716
432 KK nMSTART(1) 8LK20717_
JJ -NPl BLK20718
elf, TO 32 BLK20719
IF
433 KK •MSTART(2) BLK20720
Vow
q y-
AJJ nNP2 BL, K2072._:
GO TO 32 BLK207?2
434 KK=MSTART (3) OLK20',^,1,3 if
J.,Iwt	 3 ALK20724
GO TO 32 BLK20725




I n KK#JJ ' ^	 ULK20726
J a i 8LK20 729
I F (TAU
— T 1 ME (1))	 36937940 BL,K20730
40 CONTINUE OLK20731 _^!
MERR = K BLK20732
GO TO 2000 13LK20733
36 -TEMP-TAU--T IME (J-1) BLK20734
TINT n TIME(J)' — TIME(J - 11 SLK20735
TEMPQwQ (J) — Q (J^-1) BLK20736
GABS (K) w0(J^-1)+`YEMP/T IN`(* TEMPQ BLK20737
M5T'ART(K) • J-1 BLK20738
GO TO 35 BLK20739
37 QABS(K);cQ(J) 8LK20740
MSTART (K) n J BLK20741
35 CONTINUE BLK20742
1F(MSSION - E49	 5) GO TO 5012 BLK20743
I F (K.ODSEC -EQ *	0)
	
GO TO 2507 BLK20744
GO TO 5013 BLK20745





I F (TAU-T I ME (1))
	
16S 1 # 1652 91660 8LK2074c
1.660 MW=MW+l BLK20750 ,
1650 CONTINUE BLK20751
MERR=5 BLK20'152
GO TO 2000 BLK20753
1651 TEMP=TAU-TIME(J-1) BLK20754
TINT • TIME(J)-T1.ME(J-1) BLK20755
1'EMPW=WDTTOT(MW) — WDTTOT(MW-11 BLK20756
WDOTS=WDTTOT(MW-1)+TEMP/TIt4T M TEMPW BLK20757,
MW=MW-1 BL K 2075 8
MSTART(5) n J-1 BLK20759
GO TO 1653 BLK20760
1652 WDOTS=WDTTOT(MW) 8LK20761 l
MSTART (5) RJ p;	 BL K20762
1653 KK =MSTART(6) ULK20,763
_.. DO 1654	 I nKKrNP6A BLK20764
Jul BLK20765;
IF(TAU-TIME(i))	 165591656.1664 BLK20766
!	 1664 MT=MT+1 BLK20767
1654 CONTINUE BLK20768_
MERR n 6 BLK20769
2000 WRITE(692001)	 MERR r TAU BLK20770 .
2001 FORMAT(1HOIGX24HINTERPOLATION
	
IMPOSSIBLE/15XSHMERR • I5/ BLK20771
11OX5HTIME nF10-2///1OX40HEXECUTION TERMINATED BY PROGRAMMED HALT-)	 BLK20772
CALL EXIT BLK20773 .9#
1655 TEMPoTAU-TIME(J-1) 8LK20774
TINTKTIME(J)-T1ME(J-1) 13LK20775
TEMPT n TIN(MT)-TIN(MT-1) E)LK20776
TINLT n TIN(MT-1)+TEMP/TINT*TEMPT BLK20777
MT•MT-1 13LK2078; -"
MSTART (6) aJ-1 OL,K20779












,;". ^„t^^t ^,„ ':';k^'kl^#ir-,E' } ^;i^+i^^ ^ 	 ^ee^ 7.+it ^	




















































30 TLINP	 -	 TINLT
IF(KODSEC .EO.	 0)	 GO TO 2507
KK nMSTART(7)











MWSEC • MWSEC - 1
MSTART (7) n J-1






















5015 TLINS	 Is	 TINSEC
5013 !F(M .E0.1)	 GO TO 5002
INN IFITFIN (32) 	— 504 . 691	 5000t500092507









I F I TF I N ( 32 1 . 1 T.503 .69I 	 GO TO 50A"1









5007 TIN8EC n TLINS+4260./WDTSEC BLK20834
SUM2-SUM2+61.4	 _ BLK20835









fGO TO 5010 BLK2081
jt
5009 MMM a 1 bLK2084k'
$011 T I N L T a T L 1 14 P + 2 110	 WDO I T BLK20843 il
SUM1 xSUMI+30 * 7 OLK20844-1,w,
5010 00	 701	 I m 1 ► 32 BLK20845
NFCODE(I)wO BLK20046—
701 NTCODEM m O BLK20847
DO	 94	 l o lo20 BLK20846-4
9 1'► NSCODEM-0 OLK20849
DO	 50	 I x 1 ► 10 BLK20850- - -
50 CALL	 VPOL(TFlN(j)v8?vllj(l)oNP5) BLK20851,
CALL	 VPOL(TlNLTv8M0(33) ► NP5) BLK20852-4
DO 51	 1-10 BLK20853
51 AK(l)-E(I) # BMU(33)+,,00020] O BMU(2*1-1)4FIl) 	 *BMU(701) BLK20854"--
DO	 636	 1 . 11920 bLK20855
636 CALL	 VPOL(TFw'+N(I)	 8MU(l)sNP5) 8LK20856-w
DO	 637	 1-6#10 BLK20057
637 AK(1)-F(I-5)*BMI)(33)+*000201* , BMU(2*1 ,-I)+F(I-51	 *BMO(201) BLK20058"-
WDOT(1)=Wf)QITI/(AK(I)/AK(2)+AKII)/AK1314AK(I)/AK(4)+AK(I)/AK(5)+ BLK20609
110) BLK20IJ60
DO	 52	 i-2P5 BLK20861
52 WD0T(l)-woar(j)*AKM /AK (J) OLK20862
WDOT(6) w WDOTTP/(AK(6)/AK(7)+Ak(h) J AKIR)#AK(6)/AK(0)+AK(6)/AK(In)+ BL,
110) BLK20864
DO	 53	 l n 7910 BLK20865
53 WDOT(l)-WDOT(6)*AK(6)/AK(l) BLK20666
DO	 54	 1-1910 8LK2
54 DPT(l)-AK(I)*WDOT(l) 8LK20868
CALL	 VPOL(TFA21o8MU(34)oNP5) BLK20869--, r
CALL	 VPOL(TFA23 ► BM() (35) ► NP5) BLK2087(







	 n 	 * 002675*'BMU(3) BLK20875
AKlS w o001843*BMU(33) BLK20a!6






AK(ll) w 8MU(22)*o00017987 BLK20883
.AK(12)=BMU(24)*,00027965 BLK20884
DPTSI=WDOTT1*tAKT21+AKT22+AKSI'+AK111)+AKIS)+DPT(1) 8LK20885
DPTS2 u WDOTT2*(AKT23+AKT24+AK52+AK(12)+AKIL)+ DPT(6 ) BLK20886
IF	 (KOD5ECsEQw0)	 GO	 TO	 1634 BLK20887
DPKAPS	 m	 06	 1 BLK20888
DO 2026	 l n 25 9 32 8LK20889
CALL	 VPOL(TFlN(I)9HMU(,l) ► NP5) ULK20890 -1
DPKAP n •000201*6MUM BLK20891
DPKAPS • DPKAPS + DPKAP	 BLK20892
2026 CONTINUE	 8LK2Q8^3
CALL VPOL (TINSEC*BMU(37) ► NPS)	 BLK20894
DPTOT n (DPKAPS+90000254*BMU(26)+oOO1231*BMU(28)+o00002535*BMU130)BLK20895
1+ * 00003863*BMU(32)+ * 003889*BMO(37))*WDTSEC	 OLK2089 '
61634 DO 1 1-1#32	 8L K20897
TPPF(I) m TFIN(l)	 BLK20896,-,^,
I	 TPPT(I)mTTIN(l)	 13LK20899




DO 305 I TI R=1 000	 6LK20902
LTER*I TER	 ULK20 011
MCODE n
 l	 BL K20904
DO 821 I* 1 y 32	 ULK20905
TF(I) n TPPF(l)	 BLK40906
821 TT 1 I ). T PPT ( I)	 Bt.K2007
DO 93 I K 1t20	 BLK20900
93 TeS(I)*TPPS(I)	 BLK20909
00 2 1 . 1132	 3LK20910
TPT (I) *TT(I)	 BLK20911







C	 FLUID LUMP TEMPERATURE EOUATIONS	 BLK20916
C	 BLK20917
DO 101 I-199#2	 BLK20918
J n (I+1) /2	 BLK20919
IF (NFCODE(I)•NE.0) GO TO 101	 BLK20920








DO 102 I w 11*19r2	 OLK20925
J*(I+1)/2	 BLK20926
IF (NFCODE(I) * NE.0) GO TO 102	 BLK20927
TF(I) n (TFIN(I)+AA2*WDOT(J^l*TINLT+AA3*TT1I 11 	 8LK20928
1 /(i.+AA3+FiA2*WDOT(J)) 	 BLK20929
TPPF(1) n TF(I)	 BLK20930
102 CONTINUE	 BLK20931




IF (NFCODE(I).Nts0) GO TO 103	 BLK20934
TF(I) n (TFIN(I)+AAI OWDOT(J)*IF(1-1)+A3A MTT(I))	 BLK20935





DO 104 I n 12 920 r2	 BLK20939
J u l/2	 BLK20940
IF(NFCODE(I).NE.0) GO TO 104
	
BLK20941






IF (NFCODE(21') * NE•01 GO TO 2020	 BLKZ0946
DO 2021.
	
I * 1 r 5	 BL,K20947
2021_H(I) _ -83.39'+4232*TF12*I)+o000486*TF12*I)**2 	 6LK20948
H21-WDOT(1)*H111+WDOT(2)*H (2) +WDOT(3)*H(3)+WDOT (41 OH(41+	 BLK20949
1 WDOT(5)*H(5)	 ULK20950
TFA21 m 247+43+1.879*H21/WDOTT — OO1S5OH21*H21/WOOTTI/WD UTTI	 BLK20951
TF( 21) . (TFIN421)+AA1*WPOTTI O TFA2.1+A3A*TT 121))-/	 -	 BLK20952
1 (1. + A3A + AA1*WDOTTI) 	 BLK20953
TPPF(21) a TF(21) BLK20954
2020-IF (NFCODE(22).NE#O) GO TO 2002	 OLK20955
TF(22)'n tTFIN(22)+AA1 4WDOTT1*TF(21)+A3A*TT(2211/ 	 BLK20956
1 (1* + tlA + AA1 *WOOTTI)	 BLK20957
TPPF(22)	 TF122)	 BLK20958
2002 IF (NFCODE(23) * NE.0) GO TO 2003	 OLK20959










2004 M H # ,43 * 19+41? O TV 17 0 1) + * 000486 0 Tr, ( 2 0 1 ) **2
H25 mWDOr 16) I li (61+Wf)Ol ( 7)*H(7)+Wt)UT(0) § fi(B)+WDOT( 9)*H(91+
TfA23 Is 247o43+1 * P79*H23/W0OTT2- 0015.5*y-1"23#ii23/WDOTT2/WDOTT2
TF(23) te (TFIN(73)+AA2°OWDOTT24Tr-A23+A31k*fl'(2311/
I (jo + A3A 4- AA2*WD0TTZ)
TPPF(23) P TF(73)
2003 IF (NFCODE(24)•NF.0) 00 TO 2TTO
TF(24) w (TFIN(2'i)+AA2"WOOTT2*TF(211,+ A3A*TTt24)1/
1 (Is + A3A + AA20WDOTT21
TPPT (24) a TIC (24
2005 IF (NFC0DE(25) .NF 0)) 60 TO 2006
TF(25) a (TFIN(25)+Ill#W()T5(.l C*TINSEC+B;4*^TT(2$))/11•+83+81*WDTSEC)
TPPT (25) a TF(25)
2006 DO 2007 1=26 ► 2
IF (NF(ODL'(H.NFo0) 60 TO 2007
TF(I) - (iFIN(I)+Ftil*Wr)T$I;.(*,rF(1-1)+03*TT(l))/(I*+HI*WDTSEC+831
TPPF(I) w TFM
2007 CONT I NUE
C








TPPT( 2) w TT( 2)
113 IF(NTCODE( 3))1159116o115




118 TT(4) n (TTIN(4)+A5A *TF(4)+A5 *T$12)+A5 *TS(4)+ AIS 	OQABS(2)—
1A10	 *TT(4)**4)/(1•+A5A+2 . **A5)
TPPT( 4)-TT( 4)
117 IF(NTCODE( 5M191120019












126 TT(8) a 1TTIN(8)+A5A *TF(B)+A5 O TS(6)+A5 *TS(S)+AB	 *QABS(2)-
IA10	 *TT18)**4)/(I * +A5A+29*A51
TPPT( B) w TT( 8)
125 IF(NTCODE( 9))127*128#127
128 TT(9) n (TTIN(9)+AI4 *TF(9)+AI5 *TS(7)+A7	 *GABS111—A9*
ITT(9)*04)/(I*+AI4+AI5)
TPPT( 9)-TT ! ( `0)
127 IF(NTC00F('1,('H17()q11r)o179





























































1A9	 *IT(10)*# 4 )/().,+A1154A15) UL.K2.021
TPPT(10) u TT(10) bLK21022
1.29 IF ( N TC0DE (ll))131 ► 132 9 ) l l BLK21023
112 TT(11) a (TT IN( 11)+A14 0rF(II)+AIS 0 TSj 41 )4A?*TIf30I+A7*0,Atf5(4) — BLK21024
1	 A9*TT(11)**4)/(l*+AI l++Aj 5 	 A2) BLK21025
TPPT (11) m T T (11) OLK21^26
WL 1e31 IF(NTCODE(12))1S3 ► 13 4 ► 1 3 3 BLK2lv27
1:34 TT(12)w(TTIN(12),+A1.6*TF(12) #A15»TS(IO)-+A2,*TT(29) ^AI O (jAiiS(3) — BLK21028
1	 A9*TT112)**4)/(1.+A16}A15 4 A2) BLK21029
TPPT(12)*TT(12) OLK21030
133 I F (NTCODE (13)) 135 o l l6 ► 135 BLK21031
136 TT(13i a (TTJN(13)°+AA6	 O TF(], )+A5	 *TS(9)+A5	 O TSIM0 8 	 *OABS (4)ULK21032
1--A10	 *TT(13)**4)/(1*+AA6+2•*A5) BLK21033
TPPT(13) wTT (13) BLK21034
l 135 I_F (NTCODE (14)) 137 ► l 38 ► l37 BLK21035
138 T.T(14)w(TTIN(14)+A5A	 *TF( 14)+A5	 *TS(l0)+A5	 *T5112)+A6	 « BLK21036
l0A6S(3) — A10	 *TT(14)004)/(1*+A5A+2•*A5) BLK21.037
TPPT(14) • TT(14) BLK21038
137 IF(NTCODF(15))1l99l40 ► l39 BLK21039
140 TT(15)-(TTIN(15) +AA6 	 O TF(15I05	 *TS01)+A5	 *T5(13)+AA	 * BLK2104o
IQABS(4) — AlO	 *TT(15)**4) /(1.+AA6+2#0A5) OLK21041
1`PPT(15) M TT(15) BLK21042
139 F (NTCO0E (16)) 14 1 ► 142 ► 141 BLK21043
442 7T(16)=(TTIN(` 1 6)+ , A5 A 	*TF(16)+A5	 *TS(12)4A5	 *T5( 14 )+Ae	 ++ 8LK21044




141 I F (NTCODE (17))
	
143 o l44 r 143 (1LK210 47
144 TT( 17) g (TTIN(17)a+AA6	 *TF(M+A5	 M TS(13)+AS	 015(15)+AA	 M BLK21046
10ABS(4)- A10 	 *TT (17) 0*4 M I o +AA6+7..•*A5) BLK21049




146 TT(18) n (TTIN(16)+A5A	 *TF(10)+A5	 *TS(14)+A5	 OTS116)+AH	 • BLK21052




145 I F (NTCODF (19)) 	 147#148#147 BLK21055
148 TT(1.9)-(TTIN'(19)+Al4	 *TF( 19)+A15	 *TS°1151+A7	 OUABS(41- LILK21056
IA9	 *TT (19) **4) / (I .+A I4+A 15) BLK21057
TPPT (19) n TT( 19) 8LK2105b
147 IF(NTCODE(20))
	
49 ► 150+149 BLK2105^9
150 TT(20) n (TTIN(20)+A16	 *TF(20)+A15	 O TS(161+A7	 *UA1S0)— BLK21060
1A9
	




GO TO 2'008 BLK21063
TT(21) n (TTIN121 ). A5A*TF(21)+A20 otS1171+A2*TT(28)+A8*OABS(2) — HLK21064
1	 Al0*TT(21)**4)/()	 +A5A+A20+A2) HLK21065
TPPT(21)	 n 	 71(21) ULK21066
200d IF	 (NTCOD1r ( 22) •NE•0) 	 PU	 TO	 2009 EiLK21067
TT122) n (TTIN122)	 A5A*TF(22)+A	 R » (S110)4A2*1I'127)+AB O G1ABSIII- IJLK21068
1	 A10+► T T (22) **4 ) / (.1.+A5A+A?o+A2 ) 13LK21069.
TPPT(22)
	 TT(22) bLK21070
2009 IF	 (NTC0DE(23).NE * Q)	 GO TO 2010 NLK21071







n 	 TT(23) BL1L21074
2010 I F 	 (NTCODE (24) * NE.0)	 GO TO 2011 6LK21C7a




2011 IF	 (NTCOOE t 25) .NF •0) 	 60 TO 2012 BLK2), 079
AL TT125)








,.M" ^^/^y»	^^	 ^	 °. tip,	 `	 _ ^::^:.i^:	 xra..,. 	 r^3y ^.a_ . s.z.4	 ....	 a^.^9Carys.• :' 	 A	 _	 .. __
a1*
TPPT(25)	 n 	 TT(25) OLK21081
2012 IF	 (NTCOD8(26) oNE .0)	 GO TO 2013 ULK21062 -..
TT(26)	 n 	 (TTIN(26)+B4*TF(26)+A2*TT(1)' , /(1. +U4+A21 BLK21083
TPPT(26)	 n 	 TT(26) 8LK21084
s	 2013 IF	 (NTCODE(27) •NE` oO) 60 TO 2014 4 LK21055
TT(27)	 a	 (TTIN127)+RAO TF(27)+A2*TT(22)+A20 0 TS4101+AS*OA(IS(1.1- OLK21066
I AI0*TT(27) 0 *4)/(1#+84 + A2 +A20) OLK21087
TPPT(27)
	
n 	 TT(27) OLK21080
2014 IF	 (NTCODE(28) NC90) 00 TO 2015 OLK21009
TT(20)
	
w	 (TTIN(?R)+ADA*Tx128)+A? O TT(21)+AZO O TS017)+A6 ROABS(2.l- OLK2 090
1	 A10 *TT( 28)* M4)/fI.+A5A+A24A20) OLK2109,
TPPT(29)	 am	 TT(28) BLK21092
2015 IF	 (NTCODC(29).NE•0)	 GO TO 2016 BLK21093
TT(29)	 w	 (TTINI29)+84*TF(29)+A2*TT(12')1/(1• +84+A2) OLK21094
TPPT(29)
	 •	 TT(29) BLKV.095
2016 IF	 (NTCODE(30).N(.0)	 GO TO 2017 OLK 1096
TT(30)	 w	 (TTIN(30)+n4*TF(30)+A2*TT(111)/Ilo+84+A21 BLK21097
TPPT (30)
	
w	 TT (30) BLK21098
2017 IF	 (NTCODE<(31) •NE=*O) 	 00	 TO	 2018 BLK21099
T 'T(31)	 •	 (TTIN(31)+E14 w'TF(31)+A2*TT(24)+A20*TS (20)+AB » OABS (41- BLK21100
1 Al0*TT(311**4)/(1•+84+A2+A20) BLK21101
TPPT(31)	 w	 T7(31) B4921102
2018 IF INTCODE(32) NE.0)	 GO TO 2015 BLK21103




	 n 	 TT(32)
BLK21107C	 !
C StRUCTURAL LUMP TEMPERATURE EQUATIONS BLK21loO
C RL K2 1109
2019 00	 155	 1 03 97 ► 2 ULK2111C,
IF(N5CODF(I))
	
155 ► 156 ► 155 OLK21111 A
156 TS(1
	




DO 255	 1 0 11 ► 15 ► 2 BLK21116
IFINSCOOE M) 255 ► 256o255 BLK21117
256 TS(I) • (TSIN(I)+All	 *TT(I+2)+All	 *TTII+41+Al2	 *0ABS(4)-- BLK21110
I	 A13
	
*TS(I)**4)'/(10+2..* Al l1 BL K21119
TPPS(I) nTS(I) BLK21120
255 CONTINUE BLK21121
DO	 157	 I R 4 ► 8r2 BLK21122 {
IF(NSCODE(I))	 157058 ► 157 BLK21123
158 TS(1)I(TSIN(I)+Alit 	 *TT(I)+All	 *TT(1+21+Al2	 OOABS(21 —A13* OLK21124
IT$0)**4)%(1.+2•*All) BLK21125 f
TPP4 (I) n T'6 (l) BLK21126
"157 CONTINUE;	 _ BLK21127








DO 356	 1-192 BLK21134 Ma
IF	 (NSCODEI I))	 356#355#356 f3(,K21135
355 TS( I) -(TSIN(I)+A17*TT(I)+A17 M TT(t+21+A1B*QABS1l1 —Al y*TS(I) N w41 BLK21136 e
1/(. +2.*A17) BLK2113'7
TPPS (I) n TS (I' 1 b'LK21138
356 CONTINUE 8LK21139 1IF
	 (NSCODE (9)	 NE	 O)	 CCU	 10	 357 BLK21140
' In os
4






































































T Ma(TSIM9) 4A170TTt I I)+Al7AT1(13)+Ajb*wAt$Sr4) -A19 0TS(9)004)
1/( 1 +2.*A17)
TPPS191•TS(9)
357 IF (NSCODE ( 10) •NE*0) GO TO 35 8




IF (NSCODI(T7) NE.0) GO TO 2022
TS(17) M (TS IN(17)+A23w TT(21) +A 23* TT(20)+A21MOASS12)^-
1 A22*TS(17)**4)/(l*+29*A23)
TPPS (17)	 TS ( 17
2022 IF (NSCODE(1.8)•NE^.0) GO TO 2023




7023 IF (NSCODE(19) NEo0) GO TO 2024
TS(19) _ ( TSIN(19)+A23+ITT(23)+A23OTT112 )+A21w0ABS(3)r-
1 A22 *TS(19)* *4)/(1.+2»*A23)
TPPS(19) n TS(19)
2024 IF (NS(:ODE 120? .NE *0) GO TO 2025
TS(20) n (TSIN(20)+A23#TT(24)+A,23*TT1J1I+A210QABS$41-
1 A22* TS( 20)**41/(1.+2.«A23)
TPPS(20) M TS(20)
2025 CONTINUE
'	 DO 620 I n 1932
TPPF(I).TPF(1)+13*(TPPF(I)-TPF(1))
520 TPPT(1) n TPT(I)+193*(TPPT(1)^-TPT1I1)
DO 95 Is1920
95 TPPS( I) n TPS(I)+19'3*(TPPS(l)- . TPS(1) )
DO 14 1 n 1;32





21 NFCOUL(I) n 0
MCODEMO
1300 IF'(NTCODEw1 1 ).NE,O) GO TO 14
22 F (ABS(TPPT(I)-TPT(1)) —#l ) 23923924





ISO 96 I 1 o2 0




27 NSCODE 1 I) n a
MCODEWO
96 CONTINUE
IF (MCODE. Ed.0) GO TO 303
DO 306 1.1920
I F INFCODE(I)*NE'.ITER) GO TO 308	
`IF (NTCODE(I).NE.ITER) GO TO 30f9
IF (NSCODE(I i.NE #I TER) GO TO 3013
306 CONTINUE  
Mgt µsX










_ . _ ..- ,. zs::ivnnirs x 	, z	 .^vms
Tf
AF
IF	 (NFCODL(I)sN4 * IlER)	 00	 TO	 308 BLK21201
iF	 (NFCODE(I) .NF * JTFR)	 Go	 70	 308 BLK21202
307 CONTINUE BLK21203
GO TO 28 BLK21204
308 00 309	 Im1o20 BLK21205
NFCODEM 0 0 BLK21206
NTCODE(I) w 0 BLK21207
NSCODEM N O BLK21200
309 CONTINUE BLK21209
DO 310	 lx21#32 8LK21210
NFCQDE(I) w o 8LK21211
NTCODE(I) n O BLK21212
310 CONTINUE BLK21213
305 CON'rINUE BLK21214 '-T
WRITE (6#503) BLK21215
GO TO 399 BLK21216
28 IF	 (KODSECoEG.0)	 Go	 TO	 1635 BLK21217
HIN--83939+,,232*TI.INS+ * 000486 0 TLINS O *2 BLK21218
HOUTw	 —81,39+ * 232*TF(12)+*000486*TF(32)**2 BLK21219
QRJTSC w WOTSEC *	 MIN — HOUT	 ) 8LK21220
1635 H22	 a	 —03 * 39+ * 232*TF(22)+o000486*1`F(22)**2 BLK21221,
H24 =	 —83o39+,232*TF(24)+@000486*TF(24)**2 ULK21222
HINLTw-83,39+#232*TLINP+o000486*TLINP* 0 2 , BLK21223
HPRI	 -	 (WDOTT1*1122	 + WDOTT2*H24)/W()OTT BLK21224
QRJT
	 n WDOTT *	 (H(NLT	 — HPRI) BLK21225
TOUT	 -	 247o43+1o8790HPRI — •00155*HPRI*HPRI OLK21226
HMIX	 n 	 (WDOTT #HPRI	 +	 (WDOTS —WDOT'T)*HINLTI/W[)OTS 81.K21227
TOUTP n TOUT BLK21228




RATEl w WDOTTl BLK21231
RATE2 x WDOTT2 8LK21232
399 CONTINUE BLK21233
DO 66	 I n I932 BLK21234
TFIN(I) n TPPF(T) BLK21235
66 TTIN(I ) u TPPTI(l) 8LK21236
DO	 98	 I m lo20 81—K212,37
90 TSIN(I )-TPPS( 1) 13 LK21?38
TOUTSC	 n 	 TFIN(32) BLK21239
!c,LTEMP	 n 	 TMIX BLK21240
DELTAT-AB5(SLTFMP —SETPT) —D8AND LK21241






IF (ABS (DELTAP)"RLIMiT)454o4549455 BLK21246
455 DELTAP-SIGN(kLIMITtARG2) ULK21247
454 FLOWPC nFLOWPC+DELTAP*3600** * 02 BLK21248
IF(FLOWPC —FLOWMX)456s45294`J7 BLK21249
457 FLOWPC nFLOWMX ULK2125()
GO TO 452 BLK21251
456 IF(FLOWPC —FLOWMN)458 p 452 p 452 BLK21252
458 FLOWPCwFLOWMN BLK21253 A




DTEMP-TP(22) — TF(24) 8L K 2 12 56
DX-	 (POSIN—XX1+VLVGAN*DTEMP) BLK21257
XXI o XXI+DX 8LK21258
IF(M—POSMIN) 810202 BLK21259
81 XX1-POSMIN ULK21260
GO TO 84 OLK21261
82 IF(XX1-POSMAX)	 64984*83 OLK91262
83 XXI =POSMAX ULK21263
84 XX2 aFULUPN-XX1 BLK21264
BBxDPTS2/WUOTT2+DPTSI/W()OTTI+PPARA M IWDOTT/IGFACT O XX2**211 BLK2126S
CC • DPTSI /WUOTTIKWDOTT+(WDOTT/XX?) 0w 2/GFACT BLK21266
AA n (1./XX2**2-1./XX1* M 2) /GFACT OLK21261
IF(ABS(XX1-XX2)-VTOL)	 85PO5986 8LK21261)
65 WDOTT2 w CC/bB BLK21269
GO TO 87 8LK21270
86 WDOTT2 a (	 H8-SQRT(68**2-4 * *AA MCC)I/2./AA BLK21271
87 WDOTTI-WDOTT-WDOTT? BLK21272
FLOW=WDOTTI BLK21273
GO TO 2510 BLK21274
731 IF	 (KODE.E0.2)	 GO	 TO 733 BLK21275
WDOTTI*WDOTT BLK21276
WDOTT2 x 0. BLK21277
FLOW n WDOTT1 BLK21270
GO
 TO 2510 BLK21279
733 WDOTTI = 0• BLK2128o
WDOTT2 n 0. BLK21281
FLOW = 0• BLK2`282
GO TO 2510 8LK21283
1 732 WDOTTI-O• ULK21284
tkm WDOTT2=WDOTT bLK21285
FLOW kWDOTT2 OLK21286
2510 1F (DPTSI.LT.DPT52)	 DPTSI nDPTS2 BLK21287
DPPRNT n DPTS1+(,005912*BMU(33)+*00079542*BM11(36)) *WDOTT BLK21-288
TOTREJ nGRJT+QRJTSC BLK21289
I` IF(MSSION.EQo4.OR. (MSSION•LT.4•AND+SAVE+PLRIOD.LT•P3)) 	 C,,0 TO 4 1 40	 8LK21290








	 TMIN NTOTREJ BLK21296
IF(TOUT.GT.TMX)







PCMAX n TEMP BLK21300
IF(TEMP LT.PCMIN)	 PCMIN • TEMP 8LK21301
k I'F(DPPRNT.GT.DPMAX)	 DPMAXPDPPRNT BLK21302
IF(DPPRNT•LT.DPMIN) 	 DPMIN nDPPRNT 8LK,2130
I F (KUDSEC o E. q .0)
	
GO	 TO 940 BLK21304
SDP2-5OP2+UPTOt BLK21305
STOU f 2 =:, FUUTZ+TOUTS't 8LK21306








940 ITEST n 0 BLK21311
IF(SAVE1	 .GT.	 SAVE+9001)
	
GO TO 918 BLK21312
SAVEIuSAVEI+PRINT BLK21313
788 TOUT n TOUT-459.69 BLK21314







	 01	 GO TO 5051 BLK21319







^ clef !q	 ..^	 K,,,! x:2 	 ^ 4' t^	 .^: !rM T
	 ^ ^-9;-




'r•	 vr^ K^^	 N w-	 yR	 .rk• f	 n, ._n_.:}w
...
	
..	 'r	 rr..^,+t4 M.^ -
	 M'k :{^^yT,	 . -• ;w	 -.





.in_m,k if 	 .__	 s t	 a	 ..u.. ^.
GO TO 5052 6LK213.,i
5051 PRIM-OFF BLK21322
5052 IF(M.EQ * O)	 GO	 TO 5053 BLK21323
SCHTRI=ON BLK21324
IF(MM•EA.0)	 GO TO 5054 BLK21325
SCHTR2wON BLK21326`
GO TO 5055 8LO12132 J
5053 SCHTRI nOFF 8LK21328
5054 ,SCHTR2 AOFF BLK21329
5055 WRITE(6r1670)	 «5AV(»#QRJTPDPPI{NT ► WOOT59TUU1 ► PI411IR90RJTSC*Uf'TUT9 ULK21330 m,
I	 WOT SECs TOIJTSC9$CHIRItS ILHI t2 ► TUTREJ ULK2.133)
1670 FORMAT(7X1PG9.3rG1),o5oG10.5 ► 411.5oG10o4	 A4 ► G14.5 ► C)10*5•G11.5 ► BLK21332
1	 G10.49A4r2XA49G14	 5) OLK21333
WRITE(6e2600)	 RATF1• ► TF(221 ► RATE2 ► TF'(24) Bl,K21334
2600 FORMAT(27X f SIDe	 1 ► 2	 1 1PG11.5 ► G10.4/27X l SIDE	 394	 l G1195rG10.4/) BLK21335








•EQ•	 1)	 GO	 TO	 789 8LK21331
GO TO 920 6LK21339
918 IF(MSSION•NE•4)	 GO TO 920 BLK21340
787 IF(ABS(TOTREJ —QREJ1)	 *LT.	 .5)
	
GO	 TO	 790 BLK21341
QREJI-TOTRE'J BLK21342
GO TO 920 BLK21343
,790 WRITE(6o784) BLK21344
784 FORMAT(15X I STEADY STATE ATTAINED. O //) 8LK21345
GO TO 791 BLK21346
'920 IF(.NOT.
	
SAVE	 .LT. P3	 - 901)	 GO	 TO 9001 ,BLK21347
SAVE e SAVE + .02 BLK21348
TAU=TAU+0*02 BLK21}149
GO TO 425 BLK21350
9001 IF(MSSION .NE* 41 GO TO 791 BLK213b1
WRITE(6o1097) 8LK21352
1097 FORMAT(15X I THREF HUNDRED	 ITERATIONS HA.Vk FAILED TO PRODUCE A . STEADULK2135:
lY STATE SOLUTION. O //15X'LAST VALULS 08TA1NEW /) BLK21354
791 IQUIT=1 8LK21355





GO	 TO	 5055 BLK21357
GO TO 788 BLK21356
786 IF(ITE ST	 .E(1.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 788 BLK21359
789 IF(KODSEC.EQ.0)	 G4 TO 400 BLK21360 r
TAVG2=,STOUT2/COUNT BLK21361
TMX2=TMX2-459.69 BLK21362 4
TMN2 = TMN2-459.69 HLK21363 .:
TAVG2-TAVG2-45.9.69 8LK2,1364
DPAV62 .=SDP2/COUNT BLK2,1365 71
400 fiAVG=SOREJ/COUNT 8LK21366
DPAVG=SDP/COUNT BLK2:1367
TAVG A STOUT /COUNT 8LK2''1368
TMX = TMX-459.69 BLK21369
TMN mTMN-459.69 BLK21370
TAVG=TAVG-459.69 8LK21371
5061 PCMAX n 100.*PCMAX BLK21372
PCMIN a lo0o*PCMIN HLK2"k373
WRITF_(6 ► 60011 BLK21374„
6001 FORMAT( l l l 52X I MAXIMUM I SX I MINIMUM I SX I AVERAOE O /) dLK21375
WRITE(6r6002)	 TMAX ► TMIN ► HAVG 8LK21376
6002 FORMAT( 0 0 1 9X'TQTAL HEAT REJECTION RATE ► 	 BTU/HR I HX1P3G12.5/) BLK21377
WRITE(6s6003)	 UPMAX ► DPMIN90PAVG ► UNMX ► UPMN ► UPAVG2 8LK21378
6003 FOR,MA'T( 0 0 + 9X I P'RESSUR£ DROP ► 	 P5I 1 /15X O PRIMARY-SYSTEM122X1P3G12.5`/ 6LK21379 11	 15XIREDUNDANT SY5TEM120X3G12.5/) BLK21380
}
66
In ..	 'r" . ^ ^ r s-r.0	 ham^ -+""ul Y3^	
1TP.4 $ ^`"
4i^
WRITE(6 ► 6004)	 TMX ► TMN#TAVG#TMX2#TMN2#TAVG2 BLK21381
6004 FORMAT( # 0 f 9X # OUTLET 	 TEMPERATURE:# DEG.	 F I /15X # PRIMARY SYSTEM 1 22X BLK21382
1	 P3G12.4/l5X4REDUNDAN7 SYSTEM # 20X3G12.4/) BLK21383
WRITE(60005)
	
PCMAX ► PCM I N BL K21384




6006 FORMAT( 1 0 0 9X # TOTAL	 INLINE HEATER POWER DISSIPATION& STU I /15X BLK21387
1	 OPRIMARY SYSTEM 4 22X 1PG12.5/l5X ! REDUNDANT SYSTEM # 20XG12. 5 /) OLK21380
RETURN BLK21389
END BLK21390
SUBROUTINE VPOL(TVI5o8MU ► NP3) BLK21391
C THIS SUOROUTINE FIND A FLUID VISCOSITY FOR A GIVEN TEMPERATURE BLK21392
C FROM A CURVE OF TEMPERATURE VS. VISCOSITY BLK21393
DIMENSION	 T(33) ► TMU('33) OLK21394





7 1F(TVIS —T(NP3))	 199 ► 8 BLK21398
1 DO 2
	
I n 2 ► NP3 BLK21399Jul BLK21400
IF(TVIS-T(I) )3#492 BL.K21401
2 CONTINUE BLK21402
3 TEMP w TVIS— T(J-1) BLK21403
TINT=T(J) —T(J-1) BLK21404
TEMPMU n TMU('J)-TMU(J-1) BLK21405
SMU u TMUIJ-1)+(TEMP/TINT)*TEMPMU BLK21406
' RETURN BLK21407
'4 BMU n TMU(J) BLK21408
RETURN BLK21409
6 WRITE(6*200) BLK21410
200 FORMAT(////99H	 THE TEMPERATURE USED IN FINDI NG THE VISCOSITY	 I'SBLK21411
1 LESS THAN THE LOWEST TEMPERATURE ON THE CURVE•////t BLK21412
CALL EXIT BLK21413
P WRITE(69201) 8LK21414	 !`
201. FORMAT(//// 97H	 THE TEMPER,`ITURE USED 	 IN FINDING THE VISCOSITY IBLK21415
15 GREATER THAN THE HIGHEST VALUE ON THE CURVE•////) BLit21416
CALL EXI T BLK21417
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START RPJtDC5^11v^5 [py^K4^N QA;C,P3 , PttIKf' +'I7So7' INSC,!'tJI`SEC^i► iPGrtIOD , oT1NtaTt '
TRANSFER TO SLOPA PIOR
A82RAD E1D TO SO










zv.	 4^LE': ♦ 	 ^r-	 ai wx	 ,. Y •ts+ .^ e
Ai
r





SYM110LJ ST AMS SYM14 STWOUS SYMBOL, SUMA4S
SYMBOL
STORAR:S SYM006 !ITO AQ+S ,a
AK 12 37 T+' 32 TPIN 32 TPPP 32
TPP 38 32 TT 33 TTIN 32 TPPT 32
TPT 32 K owe 32 TS =0 TSIN 20 lGVPS 20
TPS 20 NSaO 20 Was 0 4 1000 TIM $000
T 33 Vw 33 WOW t0 D!T 10 D 5
ANNA 12 "1" • wralo 1000 TIN 1040 MSTAff A











6(3) 2 ,0030162373	 P(3)*.000126421111	 wDorrx%Dws
	
POSMIN=. 854	 PPARA=2.0	 SM111--010	 Tow--o,

















	 )0(1- Pos1N 	 T0U1'P =529.69
DP&zo.	 TMd2=1000000.	 MXU=Y►U1	 W-0
















	T(13)=369.69	 T(17)=419.69	 T(M=459. 69
T(26)=609.69 T ( 30)=559 .69 TAJ(i)=12500000010 T14IJ( S)=25000.0
T(27)=50.69 V30=609,69 T,*J(2)=125000000.0 TMJ(8)-11750.0
T(28)-929.69 T(32)=659.69 TDU(3)=240000.0 T)( )%6600.0




OUMiJ1 M, ARMAD ( MISS 10N,KODOt KODSKC,P3,oFMIlWoPKINT,TINal
2506
a 	` AA1z,034 A301.984	 AA6=AA5	 A10149s-10
STARTSAV11-FMO	 A2-32 . 1 A5= ,047,	 A7x.0o7	 A112,41
1111117'=o	 AAZ^AAi M16=2.56	 A8s , 0519	 Al29 , 0911


















































TMU(9 )=1850.0 THU(13)=670.0 T.%J(1 Z ti =135.0
` T.NU00)=1420.0 T.rA,J(14)=610,0 111 A)010=80.0
TMU(11)=1190, 0 TM( 15)-425.0 TAJ(19)=51.9







T-1021)=24.5 TAR 25)-7.3 '1'AJ(29)•3_.03
TMl!(22>=18.5 T,MII(Zfl)='z.75 TM1(,10)=2,Otl




















MSTART( 2)= 19 P3=8,1676 NP4=50
2 1313 WTAAT(3)=37 NP1= l e 0( 1)2284. 19
3 1414 I4 fA11T(4)=47 NP2 =36 O(2)-275.61
4 1515
5 1616
0(7)-8,06	 Otll)y31018	 0(15)=217.70	 0(10)=284.19	 0(23)=142.07O(e)=31.18 W100,06 0(16)=287.04 0(20)=275.61 0(24) =8,31
O(9>-1,37 0(13) =6.31 0(17)=275.61 0(21)2267,04 0(25)xO.06
OI,10)=1.37 0(14)=142.07 0(16)=284.19 0(22)9217,70 0(20)=;IL.18
0(3l) -8.31 0(35)=275,61 0(39)=119,30 0(43)=38.72 0(47)-77,48
0(32)2142,07 0(36)484.19 0(40)--38.72 0(44)=59.38 0(48):72.81
0(33)=217.70 0(37)•=77.48 0(41.)=0.0 0(45)272,61 0(49)=59.38
0(34)-267,04 0(38)=72.61 0(42)=0.0 0(46)x77.46 0(50)=36.72
TIW(15)-1.8151 	 TIME(19)=00
TIMB(16)= 1,9284 	 TIME(20)=0,0567
















TIM800=2,0419 TIMB(40)=0.3403 TIA (44)=1.81.51






































_	 _♦ 	 0,,.^+^^i	 .
i1313
MTART(l)=l^PERIW=2.0419	 NP3x42	 0(3)-129 . 74	 0(7)1140.57	 0(11)20,+9
Mt3TAnT ( 2)=15	 P318 , 1676	 NP4150	 0(4)=131 , 92	 O(8iz77 , 11	 Q(12J171,25
M^TART(3)A29
	
NPI=14	 0(1)zIOO.43	 0(5)*130,11	 0(0)%71,t6	 0(13)=91.33
Ml3TA€1T(4) x 43	 NP2r2d	 O(2)=123 , 63	 0(6)1124,30	 O(IO)10,49	 0 ( 14)9100,43
0(15) 2 100.43	 O(IO)SI30.11	 O(23MI.16	 O(27^ 91,33	 0(31 26	 0(36)x77.11
0(16)=123.63
	
0(20)=124,30	 0(24)20,49	 0(28J=100,43	 0(32)=0,44	 0(36)-108.87
0(17)2139.74	 0(ZL)=108,87	 0(25)=0,49	 0(29)2100,43	 0(33).0,49	 0(37)=124,;10
O(id)-131.9?	 0(11)=77,11	 0(26)271,25	 0(30)x41,33	 0(34)-71.16	 O(3d)=130.11
0(39)w131.92	 0(43)=100.43	 0(47)=0.49	 0(61)=124,30	 0(5;1)2123.63	 TiMM 0,1702
0(40)=129,74	 0(44)-91.33	 0(46)371,19	 0(52)=130,11	 0(56)1100.43	 TIMEM 0.2266
0(41)=123 .63	 0(45) 271.25	 0(44)177 . 11	 0(53 )3131.02	 TIME(1)30,0	 TIM ( 5)XO,2837
0(42)=100 . 43	 0(46) =0.49	 0( 50)=lOd , d7	 0(64) = 129174r	 TIME(2) =0.1135	 TIME(6)30.3403
TIM9',M 0,4253
	
TIMIS00=1.5590	 TIM(15)30.0	 TIMS(19)=0,2837	 TIM(23)-0,6401
TIML'(9) =0+5389	 TIME(t2[ = 1.5(151	 TIM^R(. =0.1135	 TIM^(20)*0.3403	 TIM'L524)30.6411
TIM:(9) -0.0401	 TKM(13) =1.0264	 TIME ( 17)=0.1702	 TIM(21) =0.4253	 TIW ( 25)3t.5598
TIMB(10) =0,6411
	
TIMt?( 141=2 . 0419	 TIMB(16) =0.2206	 TIMB(ZZ ) 10.6396	 TI,48(26) = 1,8151
7'[!41:(27) - t.9284	 TIMOI)=0.2269	 TIW(35)=1.5031	 TIME MA1,8151	 TI.4E(43)=0.0	 1
TI.49(29) = 200419	 TI "(32)-0 . 4822	 TIMB(36)zi.6154	 TIW, ( 40)=1 .8710	 T1ME(44) = 0.1135
TIM(29) =0.0	 TIMS ( 33)=1.4020	 TIW(37) = 1,7016	 TIN".Z(4I)=1.9284	 TI,O(45) co. 2268
TiML(30)=0.1135	 TIMB(34)=1.4030 	 TIMR(36)=1.7583	 TIMx3442W.0419	 TIMxE(46)-0,4822
14t4
TIME(47) = 1.4020	 TIMU 50=14016
	
MLSTAR (I)=l	 ^taitIACk1,0
TIMIIl48 1= 1.4030 	 TIW ( 52)=1,7583	 TIM- ( 5112 1.9284 	 MISTART ( 2)=14	 P3=4.0
TIMB(49)=1 . 5031	 TIMl^( 53)=1.6151	 TIME(56)=2.0419	 GO TO 1111	 ;KSTART ( 3)=27	 NPI=t3
TIM(50)=1.6104	 TIM 04M.8716	 ---	 MSTART(4)240	 NP2 =26
NP3-39	 0(3)=87,0	 0(7)`60.6	 0(11)-42.5	 O(IS)=60.8	 0(19)=42.5	 OYY3)ztlS.6
14P4=52
	
0(4)=86.6	 0(6)142,5	 0(12)=60;6	 0(16)=42,5	 0(20)260,6	 0(24)=R7.0
0(1)=76,5'	 O(6)=87.0	 0(11)=0,0	 0(13)=76.5	 0(17)=OO	 0(211»77,6	 0(25)=77.6




t 	 a c'
A0(21)--0,0 000-77,6 0(35)x17,6 0(39)tt0,0 0(44)277,6 0(48)977,6
0(20) 20.0 0(32)987.0 0(30)-60,6 0(40)-0,0 0(45)x67,0 0(44)=60,6
0(29) x42, 5 003)"•Q0. 6 0131 1X42.5 0(41 )x0.0 0(40)-60:6 0(50)=42.5
000)=60.6 O( OX07,0 0 (38) 90,0 0(42)x42,5 Q(47)987,0 0(51 )*01 0
0(62) %0 . 0 Tl "*0{)=0,0056 TIM(0)z0,258 T1M M :0.952 TIKwP(16);0 . 0884
TINN(1)=0.0 T022(5)20,1134 TIM(9)2.333 TIMIM1,0 TIN."''.(17)s0.1660
TIM;(Z)-0.0070 TlM(63-0,1636 TIN; 10 x0,0360 TIM(14)x0.0 TINS{16)=0.606
TIM M 20,0576 TIM(7):.219	 TIMIt)0.911 TIM(I5)t0.0476 TIMM191s,747
TIM (20)=0,7$1 TIM(24)1 0,942	 TIM(26)x..33 TIM(37)x0.557 TIM(M-10.119
TIM'(21 ) x0,637 TIM(25 ) x0.491 T1M ( Mz.418 TIM(33)=0.580 TIM37)0,756
TIM22)=0.066 TIM(26)=1,0 Tltw(30)z.459 TIM(34M,613 TIt4w{38)-0x635
TIM(23) = 0.914 TIMZ ( 27)x0 , 0 TIM( 31')*0.50T TIMB( 35)ie0 . 664 TIM ( 39)at,0
1515
TIMO(40 ) = o.0 TIM ( 44)=0 . 337 TIMt( 46) =0.193 MlTAR'I'(1)=1
TIM3 ( 4l)=0.1642 TIN: (45 )=0.36"1 TIW,,(49)-0.649
'T1N^{521-t.0 (>0 Ta 1111 MSTAgT(2)=3 .^
TIM(42)=0.242 TIM(46)=0.415 TIN 00)-0.587 M3TART(3)=5 a
TIW(43) =0,281 TIM ( 47)=0.442 TIM (51) 20.664 MITART141=7














A2 MAWS^1620 )NPTS{1),ALM RI
UL4T=0 ^''ll,i*1,	 ,.,6 NOPT3=NPT9{1) WRITE
41..1















OD TO 1628	 <p.itiD
MVU"l 00 Im












6. 16 ^224) 4 T 1 ^KU 11 ^^o I Ia ^MSXT, ^iAST) .4 ^Q( I I ^ , ^11 	 LA^ST











TIM I D--TIN CI I)o.459
t..
76



















RMAD0,1623)(TIMM II),II=NEXT,LAST),(TINLSC(11),11=1 ' NOPTS)	 WRITE
y
REPEAT TO 1632
.;RITE(6,1621) (TIM 11),1I=NW,LAST),(TINLSC(l1), II=l,NOPTS)	 FOR
II=1,1+1+ ... ,NOPTS
1.632	 F 1626	 1629	 1633




NPI=NPTS ( 1) NP3=NP2+NPTS(3)







hW=1 	TINSEC=TIN"C(1) NP7=NP8A+NPTs0 )
NP5B=NPT3(5)	 1WSN;C=Wl70PSC(1)NPBR=NPTS(6)	 1(Op5EC,Q0.0	 pt' ASTART(d)=NP7+INP5A=NP4+NP58	 MTART(7) =NP6A+1 rsF'C=1







^^e4tJ t^ Sn4+,:..Px^„ TYre'e^fl^^^n .X"
., J'
	




































































MSTARI ( 2)=14	 CD TO 43l	 MSTART ( 2)=3	 TO 431
M$TARTM=29	 MSTAVO) =27	 MSTART(3) =5 —4cp
M3TART(4) = 43	 M5TART ( 4) = 40	 MSTARV O =7
OO TO	 I





MSTART(I)=1	 REPEAT TO 35
M3TART( 2)=NP1^1	 PtSTART( S)=NP4^1 	 KOOSEC . F7^.0	 M^TART( 7)=NP8A+ 1 	 FOR








w.	 ...	 ^	 *X.^ '^IM^`i	 Yy	
'	
..^	 ^	










mmp LnVQ OD TO













432 	 r 433
	
434
WzVO 'ART(1)	 KO START(2>	 K1(=D's'TAltT( 3)
JJ=NPI
	







KK-hISTART( 4 )GoTO32 - FOR J-1 TAU-TIM(I)	 OWTINW MM=K








CD 'iC) 20.00 TINT=T[M(J)-TIMZ(J-1) hl'START(K)=J-1 4D TD 35 Q%M(K)=0(J)7E4po--Q(J)-Q(J-1) MSTART(K)=J




YES	 YES35 5012 REPEAT TO 1650









Th:%P=Tall-T I !M;(J -1)
TI ,Y("_T1.	 ;(J)-TI.W,(J-11J=1 ,MVl=,NrV.1
MERR'NS OD TO 2000 Th:,NPW=WgTT(7t'f	 Yl- wwrrnrr(.	 + -1 1
R Wl)0!t'3=WlrI'ICTT(!1W-1 l ^Th1:MP/T I ,Y'i`#TM,.NPW
0










































( I)	 OONTiNtF	 BLMC=Mf+I,






T1K[=TIMu ( J)-TINE ( J-1)
	
wr-R'-1
	 ,^ 3S	 TIMM—MN(MT)







 TO 2500 -
KOOSECAXI A 1,112, KOMSTAMT)	 FOR	 J-1 TAU-TL.MM 1) WSEC=MYSEC+1







t. TEMP-TAU-T U E (J-1)
OONTINUE 00 TO 2000 TINT=T1 SW)-TIME(J-l) r1ASVC=AMSRC-1 00 TO L:iO3MEFiR=7 TE.'PWS=WDOTSC(yGYSEC) -WDOrrSC(.;M.YSEC- l) M9TAMT(7) -J-1
7
I





,J^ 	 _...,..._	 ..._^.p.a.....
a ^F
*	 x^	 F
...	 .	 ..	 Jiti....
y
c..rc2c^+•.	 .:+G;.k•2xEM1t9	 .s. i
MoPEAT TO 165+
Ft,^7,1- i
I=IQ(,KK#1 i ... ,NPGA








Wm E C V.Dors C ( M-118 E C)









ODTO x000 TI MT-T IMSI J) -T IM(J- 1) RMOCZWSEC- 1Ka) m 5015T8W"=TlNLSC ( WSSC) -TINLSC ( RMEC-1) MSTART(S)zJ-1
TIMSECzTIMLSC (MMLPC,- 1) #M'V/Ti HT*TMM
002 0
5000
r 5015	 5013 YES
lmwc=TlNL6C(KM8C)
















W- 0 --J CGKD) TO 2507 1 MIMAH so. I.0MW













	 a -.^., tie	 ... _.. 	 ..u_
CAN
	























r	 6009	 REPEAT TO 702





	 StM1-SU211+30.7. 121.1+1 ...oat
	N	 701REPk'AT TO 94	 94	 REPEAT 7q 50





TAANSFM TO SLUROUTI . NE	 TRANSM	 AllI'70 SLOR NE	 REPEAT TO 51^,	
VPOL
Trim [) ,*U( 1).NP5	 TINLT ,"( 33) ,NP6	 I = 1 ^ 1+1.... ^6
638
S1	 REPEAT 70 636 TRANSF i TO 3UF;ROtYr INS
AK(U=EI 1)*H^U ( 33f+	 VPOL
I=llwll^l^... , ZO	 TFIN(I)_^R,^1(1),NP5
637
REPEAT TO 637	 _	 f3h:Ph'.r1T 1V St
FUR	 AK(1)=E(1-5)*t1%U ( 33)+,000201 *tl,4l(2*1 - 1)+F(1-5)*11,41('2•*1 ) 	 p
	



















wWr( I)=WDOrr( I)*AK( I ) !AK( 11	 pR
xU0r1'(6)=Ml'DO't'T'2 /( A:C(6)/A^tt^7) + F»Gt0)1F^C ( 6)^^^t ( 0)/^^C ( 4)+FJt ( 01/F^f( 10)^1,)	 M-7^7^1^ , .,r10
^.,. 53 REPEAT TO 54	 6+	 711ANsm TO SLAUU!1'I
WDOT(D= DO'1'(61*AK (f Hg—PM -- DPT(11=AK ( I "D0T( I /	 VI*DL
1=1,1+1,...,10	 TPA2I,K%J(34),NPS




HANSFUR TO SUIT OMIN
VPOI.VPOL	 VPOI.	 VPOL
TRA23o&U(35),NP5	 TPIN(21),81(21),NPS 	 TP1N ( 22),RW( 22),NP5	 TFIN(23 ) p94U(23),NP5	 z
STRANSPt3t TO UF11tOhrfN	 AKIL=. 002675
*KV1(33)HAKT24z,000201 *&W(24)
AKT21 =. 000201*1T W21)	 r
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AA Squared coefficient in quadratic equation used to solve
proportioning valve flow distribution
AA1 Upstream fluid temperature coefficient, fluid node s
 1, 3,
5, 7 and 9
AA2 Upstream fluid temperature coefficient; fluid nodes 11,
13, 15, 17 and 19
AA3 Fluid to tube convection temperature coefficient, fluid
nodes 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9
AA5 Tube to fluid convection temperature coefficient; tube
nodes3, 5, 7 0 21 and 22
AA6 Tube to fluid convection temperature coefficient;
tube nodes 13, 15 and 17
AK Pressure drop divided by flow;	 6p/w r
AKIL Pressure drop from proportioning valve to panel 3-4 inlet
manifold divided by flow rate
AKIS Pressure drop from proportioning valve to panel 1-2 inlet
manifold divided by flow rate
AKS1 ,Pressure drop from selective stagnation panel 1-2 outlet
manifold to series panel d;,v ded by flow rate
AKS2 Pressure drop from selective stagnation panel 3-4 outlet
manifold to seriesanel divided b	 flow rateP	 Y
AM21 Pressure drop in fluid node 21 divided by flow rate
AKT22 Pressure drop in fluid node 22 divided by flow rate
AKT23 Pressure drop in fluid node 23 divided by flow rate
AKT24 , Pressure drop in fluid node 24 divided by flow rate
ALPHA Curve title
{
ARG2 Difference between radiator mixed outlet temperature and
bypass valve set point
A10 Radiation temperature coefficient; tube nodes 3 through 8, 13
through 18 and 21 through 32.
All Structure to tube conductance temperature coefficient;









Al2	 Absorbed heat coefficient; structure nodes 3 through 8 and
11 through 16
A13 Radiation temperature coefficient; structure ;nodes 3 through
8 and 11 through 16
A14 Tube to fluid convection temperature coefficient, tube nodes
1 1 9 1 11 and 19
A15 Tube to structure conductance temperature coefficient; tuba
nodes J., 2, 9 1 10, 11, 12	 19 and 20
Alai CTube to fluid convection temperature coefficient; tube nodes
2, 10, 12 and 20
A17 Structure to tube conductance temperature coefficient;
structure nodes 1, 2 1
 9 and 10
A18 Absorbed heat coefficient; structure nodes 1, 2, 9 and 10
A19 Radiation temperature coefficient; structure nodes 1, 2,k 9 and 10
A2	 Tube to tube conduction temperature coefficient; tube nodes
`C	 1, 2, 11 0 12 and 21 through 32
A20	 Tube to structure conduction temperature coefficient, tube
nodes 21 through 24, 27, 28, 31 and 32
A21	 Absorbed beat coefficient, structure node *- 17 through 220
A22	 Radiation temperature coefficient; structure nodes 17 through
20
A23	 Structure to tube conduction temperature coeffi cient;
structure nodes 17, 18,19 and 20
A4 63A	 Upstream fluid temperature coefficient, flue nodes 2,
8, 10, 12, 14 2
 16, 18 and 20
A5	 Tube to structure conductance temperature coefficient, tube
nodes 3, 4, 5p 6, 7, 8, 13 2 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18
A5A	 Tube to fluid convection temperature coefficient; tube
nodes 4, 6 2 8 s 14, 16,`18, 21, 22, 23 and 24
A7	 Absorbed heat coefficient; tube nodes 1, 2 0 9, 10, 11, 12
19 and 20
A8	 Absorbed heat; coefficient; tube nodes 3 -through 8, 13 through






















Radiation temperature coefficient; tube nodes 1, 2 $ 9 1 10,
ll
	
1.2, 19 and 20
Linear coefficient in quadratic equation used to solve
proportioning valve flow distribution
Radiator fluid viscosity
Upstream fluid, temperature coefficient; fluid nodes 23
through 32
Fluid to tube convection temperature coefficient; fluid
nodes 25 through 32
Tube to fluid convection temperature coefficient; tube
nodes 25, 26, 27) 29, 30 P 31 and 32
Constant in quadratic equation used to solve proportioning
valve flow distribution
Number of calculation intervals
Bypass valve deadband
Difference between maximum and minimum heat rejection
Bypass valve movement rate
Temperature difference used in calculating bypass valve
movement rate
Pressure drop divided by flow rate for secondary system nodes
Sum of pressure drop divided by flow rate for secondary
system nodes
Total primary system pressure drop
Pressure drop in individual tubes on the selective stagnation
panels
DPTOT	 Secondary system total pressure drop
DPTSl
	
	 Pressure drop for panel 1-2 loop from proportioning valve to
bypass line mix junction
DPTS2	 Pressure drop for panel 3-4 loop from proportioning valve
to bypass line mix junction
DTEN?
	 Difference inp4nel outlet temperatures used to determine
s _s
Ar
DX Change in proportioning valve position
E Pressure drop coefficient for inlet end of selective
stagnation panels
F pressure drop coefficient for outlet end of selective
stagnation panels
FLOW Flow rate used in calculating total primary system pressure
drop
FLOWMN Minimum fraction of total flow through the radiator
FLOWMX Maximum fraction of total flow through the radiator
FLOWPC Fraction total, flow through the radiator as determined by
the bypass valve
FULOPN Proportioning valve maximum possible position from the left
GFACT Proportioning valve geometry factor
H Fluid enthapy
BIN Fluid enthalpy for redundant system inlet
HINLT Fluid enthalpy for primary system inlet
HM Fluid, enthalpy downstream of primary system bypass valve
HOUT Fluid enthalpy for redundant system outlet
i
HPRI Fluid enthalpy upstream of primary system bypass valve
H21 Fluid	 enthalpy out of selective stagnation panel 1-2
.922 Fluid enthalpy out of series panel 1-2
min
aff H23 Fluid entaalpy out of selective stagnation panel 3-4
H24 Fluid enthalpy out of series panel 3-4
"ITER Iteration counter
LAST Used for curve read in; indicates location of last variable
LTER Iteration counter
On/off code for first stage redundant system inline heater









AMERE Error Code Which indicates Which curve limits were exceeded
M On/off code for second stage redundant system inline heater
MW On/off coda for primary system inline heater
MSTART Address of first time point on each curve to be considered
during an iteration
MT Address of first dependent variable on primary system inlet
temperature curve to be considered during an iteration
MTSEC Address of first dependent variable on secondary system
inlet temperature curve to be considered during an iteration
MW Address of first dependent variable on primary system flow:1?	 _ P	 y _ y ^tl
rate curve to be considered during an iteration
MWSEC Address of first dependent variable on secondary system flow
rate curve
NEXT Used for curve read in	 indicates location of first variable
NFCODE Fluid ;lump code for suspending temperature iteration
NOPTS Number of	 flow
	
inlet temperaturepoints on	 rate and	 curves
NMS Number of points on time dependent curves
NPl Address of last time point for absorbed heat curve for panel 1
NP2 Address of lash time point for absorbed heat curve for panel 2
NP3 Address of last time point for absorbed heat curve for panel 3
NPR+ Address of last time point for absorbed heat curve for panel 4
NP5 Number of points oa viscosity versus temperature curve
NP5A Address of last time point for primary system flog rate curve
NF5B Number of points on primary system flow rate curve a
,w
NPCA Address of last time point for primary system inlet temperature
-curve
NP6B Number of ,point s
 on primary system inlet temperature curve
NP7 Address of last time point for secondary system flow rate
curve





Address of last time point for secondary system inlet
temperature curve
Structure ;,amp code for suspending temperature iteration
Tube lump code for suspending temperature iteration
PCBYPS
	 Flow rate through bypass line
PERIOD	 Total mission time
POSIN	 Initial proportioning valve ,po vition from left
POSH Y	 Proportioning valve maximf= allowable position from left
POSMIN
	 Proportioningvalve minimum allowable
	
'position from left
PPARA	 Panel parameter used in proportioning valve calculations
Q	 Dependent values for absorbed heat curves
V.BS	 Absorber' heat for each panel
qWT	 Primary system heat rejection rate
QRJTSC	 Redundant system heat rejection rate
RATE1	 Flow rate iri panel 1-2
RATE2	 Plow rate in panel 3-4
RLINiIT Bypass valve rate limit, fraction bypass per time interval
RTFCTR Bypass valve rate factor, fraction-bypass per time interval
per OF
SAYE Mission time
SAVE1 Print interval indicator
SDP Sum of system pressure drop"
SETPT Bypass valve control point temperature
SLTEMP Temperature downstream of bypass valve
SRREJ Sum of total heat rejection
STOUT Sum of radiator outlet temperatures #;
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Total redundant system inline heater heat output
IndepWn.Jent variable for viscosity curve
mission tAme
Difference in mission time and time on time-dependent curves
used for interpolation
Difference in adjacent absorbed heat values on absorbed
heat curve; used for interpolation
]Ykfference in adjacent inlet temperatures values on primary
inlet temperature curve; used for interpolation
Difference in adjacent inlet temperature values on secondary
inlet temperature curve; used for interpolation
Difference in adjacent flow rate values on primary flog rite
curve, used for interpolation
Difference in adjacent flow rate values on secondary flow
rate curve; used,, for interpolation
Fluid lump temperatures
IrO,et temperature for panel 1-2 series panel
Inlet temperature for panel 3-4 series panel
Fluid lump temperatures calculated last iteration







TIN Dependent values for primary system inle°t temperature curve
TINUSC Dependent values for secondary system inlet temperature curve
TINT Difference in adjacent time values on time dependent curve;
used for interpolation
TNIX Temperature downstream of bypass valve
TMJ Dependent variable for viscosity curve
TOTRW Total heat rejection rate for bothrimarp	 -y and secondary.'
systems
TOUT Primary system outlet temperature





TPF Used for checking fluihd lump temperatures
TPPF Fluid lump temperatures  calculated this iteration
TPPS Structure lump temperatures calculated this iteration
MOT Tube lump temperatures calcv Lated this iteration
_
TPS Used for checking structure lump Temperatures
TPT Used for checking tube lwAp temperatures
TS Structure lump temperatures
TSIN Structure lump temperatures calculated la(s tc iteration
TT Tube lump temperatures
f WIN Tame for mission 4
MIN Tube lump temperatures calculate(? last iteration
4;Ct^ VLVGAN Proportioning valve gain
VTOL Proportioning valve null position tolerance
WDOT Flow rate in a tube
j WLIOTSC Dependent values for secondary system flow rate curare
WDOTT Primary system flow through radiator panels
7a.^ WDOM Primary system f.'.ow rate to panel 1-2
WDOTT2 Primary system flow rate to panel 3-4
WDTTOT Dependent values for primary system flow rate curve
XXl Proportioning valve position from left
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